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NOMENCLATURE 
Symbols: 
Av availability rate (J / s) 
Cp constant pressure heat capacity (J / kmol '^K) 
D separation factor 
diS internal entropy production ( J / kmol °K) 
G Gibbs free energy (J / kmol) 
H specific enthalpy (J / kmol) 
Hm Henry's law constant (Pa) 
K equilibrium constant 
LW lost work rate (W) 
m molar flow rate (kmol / s) 
P pressure (Pa) 
P pressure (Pa) 
PF Poynting factor 
Q heat flow (W) 
q pump capacity (m^ / s) 
R gas constant (J / kmol °K) recycle ratio 
S specific entropy (J / kmol °K) 
T temperature (°K) 
TDS total dissolved solids concentration (ppm) 
Tcx: total organic carbon concentration (ppm) 
TN total nitrogen concentration (ppm) 
V 
Y partial molar volume (m^ / kmol) 
w mass flow rate (kg / s) 
W work flow (W) 
X liquid phase mole fraction 
X single pass conversion 
y gas-phase mole fraction 
Y overall conversion 
e second law efficiency 
Y activity coefficient 
efficiency 
^ extent of reaction 
Subscripts: 
B recycle stream 
E-C evaporator and condenser 
f feed 
i species, the ith point 
in inlet 
j mass, heat or work flow 
k the kth of reaction 
mix mixture 
o restricted dead state 
vi 
out outlet 
p product 
r reaction 
s shaft power 
Superscripts: 
ch chemical 
inf infinite solution 
o dead state, reference state 
s saturated vapor 
t/m thermal and mechanical 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 
The goal of this work is to develop a generic and comprehensive thermodynamic 
model for waste-water recovery systems. Models are created to treat waste-water containing 
solids, or organic and inorganic contaminants that can be removed by chemical oxidation 
reactions. Such waste-water treatment systems can be used in varying applications such as 
space stations or in industrial waste-water treatment processes. The purpose of creating these 
models is to analyze and improve the performance of waste-water recovery systems in 
general, particularly for the treatment of waste-water containing volatile organic, inorganic 
and toxic compounds. A simplifled model of process waste-water containing water, 
methanol, ammonia and sodium chloride is considered. Models are used to analyze different 
waste-water recovery systems, using availability analysis and pinch analysis in order to 
increase the water recovery system efficiency and to reduce energy consumption. 
Waste-water recovery systems including vapor compression distillation and gas-phase 
oxidation reaction systems will be presented. 
The primary objective of this study is to investigate how efficiently the available 
energy is utilized in the waste-water recovery systems. The available energy is the energy 
that can be converted to work. This involves the production of entropy in the system. For a 
system that undergoes a reversible process, there is no entropy production, and all available 
energy is convertible. For real systems with entropy production, not all available energy can 
be converted to work, and there is an available energy loss due to entropy production. The 
analysis of how effectively a system uses available energy will be very important in the 
design of a system and in the improvement of system behavior. This will be more important 
if the system consumes large amount of energy. 
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Although availability analysis has been applied to many chemical process 
applications, there is no systematic analysis for waste-water recovery systems. This work can 
be a basic analysis of existing water recovery systems and also provide a guide for further 
development of waste-water recovery systems. 
Pinch analysis is used to optimize the system heat exchanger network. It can analyze 
all hot streams and cold streams in the system. The minimum hot duty and cold duty can be 
obtained. The temperature level for hot utility and cold utility can aLso be obtained. The 
availability inputs to the system by heating and cooling are readily available. Under these 
circumstances, the result of pinch analysis of the heat exchanger network is used as the input 
for availability analysis. 
In this study, the combination of availability analysis and pinch analysis may result in 
a better understanding of the behavior of the target systems. 
The design of the systems is based on existing technologies that are used in water 
recovery systems. The bases of the models are the laws of thermodynamics. The system must 
obey the principles of mass and energy conservation and the generation of entropy. Models 
are established based on these principles and on some assumptions, so that the expressions 
for these principles may be reasonably established and interpreted. 
After the mod^l is established, the behavior of the systems under different operating 
conditions by changing parameters in the model is studied. First, several simulations for the 
vapor compression distillation system at steady state are performed. Next, some 
modifications based on previous simulation are made. The system is modified based on all 
the previous work and a model for a more sophisticated system is developed. 
Based on the analysis results of the vapor compression distillation system, the 
gas-phase oxidation reaction system is analyzed and its process and operating conditions are 
improved. 
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1.2 Waste-Water And Treatment Methods 
Water can be called white water, gray water or black water depending on the quality 
of water. White water is clean and is ready to use, while gray water and black water are both 
waste-water in need of treatment. 
Waste-water can further be classified as either municipal waste-water or industrial 
waste-water, according to the source of the waste-water. Municipal waste-water and most 
industrial waste-water can usually be treated effectively by biological methods, such as 
aerobic and anaerobic methods. The contaminants in waste-water are destroyed by 
microorganisms and the treated water can meet discharge standards. A portion of 
waste-water from industries will be hard to treat. Waste-water from industrial facilities may 
contain high concentration materials that are poisonous to the microorganisms that contribute 
to biological waste-water treatments. These kinds of waste- water need special methods to be 
treated. Chemical methods can effectively remove contaminants, and the treated water can 
be reused. 
Waste-water in an enclosed environment, such as in space stations or submarines, 
needs to be reused because of the re-supply difficulty and for other reasons. Waste-water in 
these kinds of environments usually contains hygiene water or human wastes. 
Different waste-waters can be treated effectively by other methods depending on how 
refractory the contaminants are. The simplest way is to use the vapor compression 
distillation (VCD) method (Figure 1.1). It has been widely used to produce distilled water 
and for sea water desalination. This method has been improved by many highly effective 
methods, including multi-stage VCD and multi-effect VCD. A novel VCD system, the 
wiped-film rotary-disc system, can dramatically increase the heat transfer coefficient and 
thus reduce the temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser. 
Raw Water Evaporator 
Figure 1.1 Vj^r Compression Distillation 
Q 
Compressor 
Condenser Product 
Waste 
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Waste-water treatment using chemical methods can fall into three categories: 
gas-phase oxidation, aqueous phase oxidation and aqueous phase self-destruction. Gas-phase 
and aqueous phase oxidation reactions need an oxidant, such as oxygen or hydrogen 
peroxide. Each method needs to use a different catalyst that favors the contaminants 
destruction reaction. 
The energy consumption of a VCD consists in two forms: electricity and heat. 
Electricity will drive the pumps and the compressor. The compressor can also be driven by 
steam using a steam turbine when the shaft duty of the compressor is large. The deficit of 
heat in the evaporator will be supplied by electricity or from a hot process stream. The duty 
of the pumps is much smaller than that of the compressor. A better operating condition can 
be chosen by analyzing the entire system behavior to lower the system energy consumption. 
Several modifications have been made to improve the efficiency of VCD units. 
Multi-stage distillation sy.stems and multi-effect distillation systems have been used for sea 
water desalination [19]. 
Another improvement goal is to increase the heat transfer coefficient. Tleimat greatly 
improved the heat transfer coefficient in a VCD and created a novel unit called the 
wiped-film rotary disk evaporator. It has a highly improved heat transfer coefficient and a 
very low temperature difference [64]. An average temperature difference of 1.0 °C has been 
used which is much less in comparison with the 7-10°C approach for normal heat 
exchangers. Tleimat also developed a multi-effect WFRD evaporator [63], which has the 
ability to treat a large flow rate of waste-water. The WFRD has been used to treat grey water 
[64], The energy consumption is quite low. 
A VCD unit can only completely treat waste-water which contains no volatile organic 
or inorganic contaminants. If there exists contaminants such as volatile organic carbon and 
ammonia in the waste-water, the VCD units can not operate effectively. Other methods have 
to be used to treat these kinds of waste water. The obvious method is to use chemical 
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reactions to remove the contaminants. Catalytic oxidation processes for the treatment of 
waste-water that contains small concentration of toxic compounds are used when physical 
separation is not economical. Chemical oxidation methods can be used in the presence of 
catalysts to remove organic and inorganic compounds such as ammonia and cyanide. Using 
different catalysts, waste-water can be treated with different operating conditions. The 
oxidation reaction can take place in the vapor phase (Figure 1.2) or in the aqueous phase 
(Figure 1.3). Different catalysts can be chosen to let oxidation reactions occur with or 
without an oxidant. Oxidation reactions taking place without an oxidant are called 
self-destruction reactions. Not all chemical contaminants can be removed by self-destruction 
reactions. 
Matatov-Meytal and Sheintuch reviewed the recent development in water pollutant 
abatement catalysts [41]. This review suggested the following well-investigated solutions: 
1 Supported metal (Ru/CeO,, Pt/CeOj, and Ru/C) and metal oxides 
(CuO-ZnO-CoO, MnOj/Ce/Oi, CoO/BiiO,, and ViOj/AUO^) are the most 
promising catalysts for the destruction of refractory organic compounds 
with nearly 100% selectivity to CO,. 
2 CoO/CeOi and MnOyCeO, are the most active catalysts for ammonia 
oxidation temperatures of 263-400 °C. 
3 Active carbon, preferably in the presence of copper ions, is an active 
catalyst for the oxidation of cyanides and sulfur-containing compounds. 
4 Catalytic hydrochlorination (HDC) of chloroorganics and 
hydrodenitrirication (HDN) of nitrates emerge as promising processes for 
waste-water treatment. 
Feed Ev£qx>rator 
~T 
Q 1 
Condenser 
Figure 1.2 Gas-Phase Oxidation Reaction Flowsheet 
02 
Compressor 
Heat EX 
! 
Oxidation 
• Vent 
• Product 
• Waste 
Feed Pump Heat EX 
Figure 1.3 Aqueous Phase Reaction Flowsheet 
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• Vent 
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There are several existing oxidation processes. The wet air oxidation (WAO) uses 
gas-phase oxygen to oxidize dissolved organic and oxidizable inorganic compounds. Its 
operating condition is usually at temperatures of 200-3S0 °C and pressures of 20-230 atm. 
Under these conditions, the diffusion of the oxidant is enhanced and most of the pollutants 
can be oxidized. The operating condition severely affects this method's economy. Using this 
method, ammonia can be selectively oxidized to nitrogen [31]. 
Supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) is efficient for contaminant destruction at 
temperatures above the critical point of water, which is 374 °C and 221 atm. This operating 
condition is even higher than that for WAO. 
The aqueous phase oxidation reaction rate is limited by the low solubility of oxygen 
in water and the low rate of oxygen-water mass transfer. Two methods have been used to 
increase the rate of the aqueous phase oxidation rate: increasing of the operating pressure, 
and using hydrogen peroxide as the oxidant. 
Another promising method employs a catalyst to induce a self-destruction reaction. In 
this method, no oxidant is necessary. This can solve the problem of the low .solubility of the 
oxidant in water and avoid the use of an expensive oxidant in the pollutant destruction 
reactions. loffe and Rubinskaya [26] considered a catalytic oxidation reaction to improve the 
self-purification of industrial waste. The reactions taking place in the self-destruction 
processes are: 
Organic compounds —> CH4 + CO2 + HiO 
UREA -—> CO2 + NH, 
The self-destruction reaction can also occur as shown in Figure 1.3, except that there 
is no necessity to introduce an oxidant. This advantage can lead to a low pressure reaction 
environment. The reaction temperature range is 180-280°C and the pressure range is 10-65 
atm, which are quite mild operation conditions in the comparison with 250°C and 70 atm 
required in the aqueous phase oxidation reaction process. 
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1.3 Applications Of Availability Analysis 
Second law analysis has been performed on many systems related to this study. 
Cremer performed an availability analysis for an ammonia plant [9]. Ravindranath and 
Thiyagarajan performed an availability analysis for a sulfuric acid plant [48]. Wall examined 
flows in two industrial processes: a pulp paper mill and a steel rolling mill [68]. 
Yang Youqi performed an exergy analysis on an ammonia plant using imbedded 
Fortran subroutines in an Aspen Plus^ environment [73]. Gaggioli used exergy analysis to 
perform analysis on an integration of a new process in the an existing site for a nitric acid 
plant [22]. El-Sayed developed a decomposition strategy based on the second law of 
thermodynamics [18]. Taprap and Ishida used a novel graphic exergy analysis method to 
analyze a distillation column [61]. In 1990, Wall compiled a list of over 1000 references that 
use second law analysis to analyze various applications in heat transfer networks and energy 
systems in different industries [69]. 
The availability method has become a powerful tool in analyzing sea water 
desalination systems. Darwish did an availability analysis on a vapor compression 
desalination system [10]. Al-Najam used availability analysis to locate the real site or real 
loss of valuable energy in thermal devices [2]. Darwish performed an availability analysis on 
different de-salting systems to compare the behavior of multi-stage flash, multi-stage boiling, 
conventional multi-effect boiling, thermal vapor compression, mechanical vapor compression 
and reverse osmosis. 
^Aspen Plus is a trade mark of Aspen Technology, Inc. 
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CHAPTER 2 THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
An entire system and its subsystems are required to obey the laws of 
thermodynamics. The analysis of thermodynamic characteristics is a very useful tool in 
process design and optimization. The pressure, temperature and mass of a system or its 
components can be used to defme other thermodynamic properties. When a system 
undergoes a process or interactions, mass transfer, heat transfer and work exchange between 
the system and its surroundings usually occurs. Careful examination of the interactions and 
changes inside the system can lead to process optimization. 
In this study, the following limitations are imposed in the system analysis: 
• Systems are at steady state 
• Gas phase is ideal 
• Gas mixtures are ideal solutions 
• Potential and kinetic energy changes are negligible 
While the gas-phase is stipulated to be ideal, properties for water are retrieved from 
the ASME steam table. They are real thermal property data in order to realistically express 
the behavior of the systems. 
In this chapter, the conservation equations for mass and energy, relations for phase 
equilibrium and for two analysis methods, and the basis for availability analysis and pinch 
analysis, are presented. 
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2.1 Conservation Equations 
Mass and energy must be conserved and entropy can only be generated. Mass 
balance and energy balance can be written based on these principles. 
The waste-water recovery systems in this study are considered to be open systems. 
Mass and energy flow across the boundaries of the system. Feed flows into the system and 
product and waste flow out of the system to its immediate surroundings, while the system 
and its surroundings also interact through energy transfer. Electricity, heating and cooling 
occur from the surroundings. All of these transactions and interactions obey conservation 
equations, which are presented here. 
2.1.1 Mass 
The system can interact with its surroundings by exchanging mass. Mass can flow in 
and out of the system, but total mass can not be created or destroyed. Mass may accumulate 
or be removed from the system. For a steady state condition, the accumulation or removal 
rate is zero and the mass balance for open systems is: 
where w is the mass flow rate. Because there is no mass accumulated within the system 
boundaries at steady state, the summation for the mass flow in and out of the system is zero. 
It is important to express the mass balance not only for total mass, but also for each 
species. For a system with k chemical reactions, the steady-state mass balance for species i 
is: 
(2.1) 
m out 
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(2.2) 
m nut k 
The sum of the mass of species i flowing in the system, minus the sum of the mass of 
species i flowing out of the system, plus the sum of the net generation of species i by reaction 
k is equal to zero. Because the system is at steady state, there is no species i accumulated in 
the system, so that the left hand side of equation for accumulation is zero. 
2.1.2 Energy 
The heat and work interactions between the system and its surroundings are 
important indications in evaluating system performance. The goals of system optimization 
are usually to reduce the work and heat input to the system from its surroundings. 
The first law is the principle of energy conservation. Energy can not be destroyed or 
created in non-nuclear processes. For a system that exchanges heat, work and material with 
its surroundings, the energy balance is; 
Equation (2.3) is the energy balance for open systems. The energy flowing out of the 
system, minus the energy flowing in, is equal to the summation of the heat interactions, 
minus the summation of work interactions. 
For a stream, the specific enthalpy is calculated by equation (2.4). 
(2.3) 
J 
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"mu = (2.4) 
In order to get a more realistic value of enthalpy for water, the ASME steam table 
[43] canonical functions are used to retrieve thermal property values. For other species, 
because there are only small amounts existing in waste-water, heat capacity values are 
retrieved from the Design Institute for Physical Property Data (DIPPR) data bank. The 
equations (2.S, 2.6) for the calculation of the constant pressure heat capacity for gases and 
liquids use constants from the DIPPR databank. 
The enthalpy value for species i other than water is obtained by integrations from the 
reference temperature to the system fmal temperature. The latent heat for phase change, 
is considered in equation (2.7). 
Cp', = A, + B,T+ C,f+D,f + (2.5) 
Cp^  = A,+B,iClTlsmKClT)y+D,{E,lTlcoshiE,lT)f (2.6) 
(2.7) 
where is the reference state enthalpy for each species. The component reference enthalpy 
at 298. IS °K and 1 atm equals the standard enthalpy of formation reaction from each 
element, if the standard enthalpy of each element in its normal state of aggregation is set to 
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zero [62]. The reference state values of enthalpy, A/®, for each spccies can be found from 
"CODATA Recommended Key Values for Thermodynamics, 1977" [8]. 
2.1.3 Heat 
There are heat interactions between the system and its surroundings. Optimal heating 
and cooling utilities and their temperature levels will be calculated using pinch analysis. 
Heat released by condensation and heat required by evaporation can be calculated by 
equation (2.8). 
(2.8) 
Equation (2.9) is used to calculate the reactor outlet temperature; 
= '".AC.n. T,n)-^r (2.9) 
2.1.4 Work 
In this study, the electrical input to the system is considered as work flow. 
(2.10) 
There are several pieces of equipment driven by electricity. Compressor and vacuum 
pump duties are calculated by the following equations: 
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W (isentropic) 
r \ =  ^  (2.11) 
S2(P2,r2') = 5,(P,. r,) (2.12) 
(AH), = H.'iP., r,) (2.13) 
W^(isentropic) = (A//), (2.14) 
W, = AH (2.15) 
A//=//^(P,, r,)-//,(/>„ r,) (2.16) 
where T) is the isentropic efficiency. In this study, it is set as 80%. 
Pumps are also driven by electricity. Their duties are functions of dynamic head, 
capacity and density [46]: 
H' = f/<?p/(ii-1.3212x10^) (2.17) 
where H is the dynamic head. In this study, A/ p is considered as the pressure increase. 
Equation (2.17) becomes: 
W = AP^f/ri (2.18) 
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where T) is the efficiency. It is set as 80% in this study. 
2.1.5 Entropy 
The entropy generation for a process indicates the extent of the departure of the real 
process from a reversible process. The second law of thermodynamic states that for any 
process, equation (2.19) govems. 
For a reversible process, the entropy generation is zero. For any real process, the 
entropy can only be generated, not be destroyed. The entropy generation can be expressed by 
equation (2.20). 
There are three terms in the mixture entropy calculation. The second term in equation 
(2.21) is the entropy generation of mixing. Because the mole fraction is less than unity, the 
mixing term is always a positive number. The third term is the pressure term. Because the 
entropy value for water is real, it is included in the pressure effect. This term is used to 
correct the pressure effect for species i other than water. 
5.5 >0 (2.19) 
(2.20) 
I I 
(2.21) 
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The entropy value for water is retrieved from the ASME stream table canonical 
functions. The entropy value for species i other than water is determined by integrations 
from the reference temperature to the system final temperature. Constant pressure heat 
capacities are calculated by equation (2.5, 2.6). The entropy generation for a phase change is 
considered in equation (2.22). 
The third law of thermodynamics states that the entropy for each component is zero at 
0 °K. Its reference state entropy can be calculated by integration from OK to 298.15 °K. The 
"CODATA Recommended Key Values for Thermodynamics, 1977" [8]. 
2.2 Phase Equilibrium 
Phase equilibrium in an evaporator and in a condenser is calculated by the following 
equations; 
(2.22) 
reference state values of entropy 5^ for each species i other than water can also be found from 
(2.23) 
I 
(2.24) 
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p , = p y ,  (2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
where (PF), is the Poynting correction factor, which corrects the pressure effect from the 
vapor pressure P* at temperature T to the system pressure P. The Poynting factor is calculated 
by equation (2.29). 
7, is the activity coefficient of species i. It is calculated by the UNIFAC model. The 
UNIFAC model is selected to calculate the activity coefficient because it is quite versatile 
and can determine the activity coefficients for most species. Sandler [55] provides the 
detailed description of the UNIFAC model. 
Henry's law is used to calculate the solubilities of gases in water when Henry's law 
constants are available. 
where HJT, P^) is the Henry's law constant at temperature T and water vapor pressure , 
which can be calculated from the data available in the ASPEN Plus databank. [PF). is the 
Poynting correction factor, which corrects the pressure effect from the water vapor pressure 
P"^ at temperature T to the system pressure P. The Poynting factor is calculated by: 
ft = o-C'O, (2.28) 
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(PF), = exp — 
(2.29) 
where is the partial molar volume of species i at infmite dilute solution, which can be 
obtained by the Brevli-O'Connell model [S]. P", is the vapor pressure at temperature T. In the 
calculation of the Henry's law constant, it is the water vapor pressure. In other cases, it is the 
vapor pressure of species i. 
2.3 Availability Analysis 
Availability analysis is a second law analysis method which uses the first law and the 
second law of thermodynamics simultaneously. This method is used to analyze the 
availability changes when a system undergoes a process. Availability is also called 
synonymously as exergy, available energy, utilizable energy, work potential, available work, 
or convertible energy [45]. 
The idea of availability itself was conceived independently by both Maxwell and 
Gibbs in the late 1 SCO's [21]. It has been recognized as a valuable tool for process 
optimization [4, 56,62]. The advantage of the availability method is its ability to reveal and 
quantify the irreversibility in a process. 
The availability is the maximum theoretical work that a system could produce when it 
interacts with the environment. The environment is assumed to be so large that none of its 
thermal properties will change with this interaction. A system is said to be in the dead state 
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when it is in equilibrium with the environment. In the dead state, no work can be obtained 
from interactions between the system and the environment [4]. 
Energy is conservative and can not be destroyed, but availability can be destroyed. 
The destroyed availability is due to the irreversibility when a system undergoes a process. 
Not all energy has the same potential to do work. The higher the potential, the more valuable 
the energy is. Suma has proposed 13 commonsense .second luw guidelines for oplinii/ution of 
a process design. The 13 commonsense second law guidelines proposed by Sama [54, S1 ] 
are: 
1. Do not use excessively large or excessively small thermodynamic driving 
forces in process operations. 
2. Minimize the mixing of streams with differences in temperature, pressure 
or chemical composition. 
3. Do not discard heat at high temperatures to the surroundings, or to cooling 
water. 
4. Do not heat refrigerated streams with hot streams or with cooling water. 
5. When choosing streams for heat exchange, try to match streams where the 
final temperature of one is close to the initial temperature of the other. 
6. When exchanging heat between two streams, the exchange is more 
efficient if the flow heat capacities of the streams are similar. If there is a 
big difference between the two flow heat capacities, consider splitting the 
streams with the larger flow heat capacity. 
7. Minimize the use of intermediate heat transfer fluids when exchanging 
heat between two streams. 
8. Heat (or refrigeration ) is more valuable the further its temperature is from 
the surroundings. 
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9. The economic optimum DT of a heat exchanger decreases as the 
temperature decreases, and vice versa. 
10. Minimize the throttling of streams. 
11. The larger the mass flow, the larger the opportunity to save (or to waste) 
energy. 
12. Use simplified exergy (or availability) consumption caiculutions as a guide 
to process modification. 
13. Some second law inefficiencies cannot be avoided, others can. 
Concentrate on those which can. 
The 13 commonsense second law guidelines are easy to u.se and also can be used in 
computer-based artificial intelligence (AI) program strategy. These 13 commonsense second 
law guidelines are used in a third generation AI program, COLOMBO, by Melli and Sciubba 
[421. 
Using these guidelines to optimize process design, Sama [51 ] claims: "look for 
second law errors" using the 13 commonsense guidelines, then "eliminate all second law 
errors." One can select one base case, then use the second law commonsense guidelines to 
improve the design, until an optimized design has been accomplished. 
In this study, some of these guidelines are used in performing the availability analysis 
for waste-water recovery systems. 
There are some basic important concepts in availability analysis. They are: 
environment, dead state, restricted dead state, availability, lost work and second law 
efficiency. Following are the descriptions of these important concepts. 
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2.3.1 Environment 
In order to understand the derinition of the environment, we first define the system 
and its surroundings. Everything under the scope of study can be considered the system, 
while everything outside the system of interest can be called the surroundings. The system 
may interact with its immediate surroundings. For example, in this study, the system will be 
considered to be the waste-water recovery system, while electricity, heating and cooling 
come from the immediate surroundings. The properties of the system and the immediate 
surroundings may change, and irreversibility may occur either within the system or in the 
immediate surroundings. 
The environment is considered as some portion of the system surroundings. The 
intensive properties of the environment are considered to have no significant changes, no 
matter what changes occur in the system and in the immediate surroundings. The 
environment is also considered free of irreversibility. 
Surroundings 
Environment 
System 
Immediate surroundings 
Figure 2.1 Relationship of the system, environment and the surroundings 
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2.3.2 Dead State 
The state of the environment can be considered to define the dead state. When a 
system is in the dead state, it is in thermal, mechanical and chemical equilibrium with the 
environment. When a system is in the dead state, there are no spontaneous changes that can 
occur within the system and within the environment, and also no spontaneous interactions 
between the system and the environment can occur. When a system is in the dead state, its 
availability is zero. The dead state can be chosen arbitrarily. 
2.3.3 Restricted Dead Stale 
This is a special case of a dead state. When only thermal and mechanical equilibrium 
are considered, the state is called a restricted dead state. In a restricted dead state, chemical 
equilibrium is not required. 
In this study, the conditions of the environment are listed in Table 2.1. If only the 
temperature and pressure are considered, this can be called a restricted dead state. In this 
state, no reference chemical species are considered. The state when temperature, pressure and 
reference chemical species are all considered is the dead state. In this study, only carbon, 
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen are involved, so the environment is considered to contain only 
four species. A pre-greenhouse carbon dioxide value of 274 ppm is used to model the 
environment in the calculation of chemical availability in this study. 
2.3.4 AvaUability 
Availability is a widely used thermodynamic property. It is the maximum theoretical 
work that could be produced when a system interacts with the environment. The availability 
can be considered to exist as the result of departure from the dead state. The 
thermal/mechanical availability occurs because of the difference of the temperature and 
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Table 2.1 Environment conditions 
Temperature, °C 25 
Pressure, atm I 
COjCg), atm 0.000274 
//jOCg), atm 0.0088 
A^iCg). atm 0.7853 
OjCg). atm 0.204 
pressure between the system and the environment, while the chemical availability occurs 
because of the differences in chemical potential. The further the system is from the dead 
state, the more the availability increases. 
The availability for a flowing stream may be considered to have two availabilities: the 
thermal/mechanical availability and the chemical availability: 
Avj. = Av'l^+Avf (2.30) 
If changes in the kinetic and potential energy are negligible, thermal/mechanical 
availability is a function only of pressure and temperature differences. Its calculation for a 
flow is written as: 
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Av'l"' = {H-H,) - US-S„) (2.31) 
where the properties with subscript "o" represent the restricted dead state thermal properties. 
Equation (2.31) is similar to the Gibbs energy calculation equation except that the 
temperature is different. In Gibbs energy, the temperature is the system temperature, while in 
the thermal/mechanical availability calculation, the temperature is the restricted dead state 
temperature. 
The chemical availability is caused by a difference in chemical potential. Equation 
(2.32) is used to calculate the chemical availability for a flow. 
where ^^,is the chemical potential of species k in the system in the restricted dead state and 
\il is the chemical potential of species k in the environment in the dead state. For the case that 
a species has no reference value in the dead state, a reference reaction may be created to 
calculate its chemical availability. Szargut [60] provides a detailed description for the 
calculation of chemical availability. 
The availability of the amount of heat transferred, Q, is defined as the maximum 
amount of work that can be extracted by the interaction between the system and the 
environment, while the amount of shaft work is equivalent to its availability. For a given 
amount of heat, the maximum theoretical work that could be produced corresponds to that 
produces by a Camot cycle. Therefore, the availability for an amount of heat is the work that 
could be produced by a Camot cycle: 
n 
(2.32) 
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= (2(l-y) (2.33) 
For an amount of heat, Q, for a system with a temperature lower than the restricted 
dead state temperature, the availability will be the minimum work input required to transfer 
that amount of heat from the system to the environment. Equation (2.33) can also be used to 
T„ 
calculate the heat availability. In this case Q is a negative number, while greater than I, 
and Av^ is still a positive number. 
Based on the definition of the availability, the availability of a work flow is the 
amount of the work into or out of the system. In this study, the electricity u.sed is considered 
to be work flow, so that the electrical input to the system is considered as the amount of 
availability added to the system. 
2.3.S Lost Work 
Lost work is the destroyed availability, caused by irreversibilities within the system or 
in its components. Irreversibility is equivalent to entropy generation. As entropy is generated 
by the system or its components, availability is decreased. 
Since lost work is the result of irreversibilities occurring within the system or in its 
components, lost work can be related to entropy changes by the following equation: 
LW = T„diS (2.34) 
where is the restricted dead state temperature and is the internal entropy generation. 
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Lost work can also be calculated from the analysis of availability change. There is 
availability flowing into the system and availability flowing out of the system. Some 
availability is destroyed due to irreversibility. The deflcit of availability flowing out of the 
system from that of the availability flowing into the system can be deflned as lost work. 
The change in availability for a steady state process can also be written by subtracting 
the availabilities of the flows leaving from that entering the system. Any change in 
availability can also be written as: 
The availability of a system may either be converted into useful work or destroyed by 
the irreversibilities in a process. The availability in a process can only decrease, unless 
additional work is introduced into the system. Thus the availability change can be written in 
two terms: useful work and lostwork: 
Mv = A// -r„A5 (2.35) 
It can also be written as: 
Mv = Q -  W,  -T^  (2.36) 
^Av  = -  (W^ +  LW)  (2.37) 
where 
LW = - Q (2.38) 
Lost work is another measure of the extent of irreversibilities in the system. It is the 
difference between the work which could be done ideally by the system and the work 
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actually done by the system. Lost work can also be written as the product of the dead state 
temperature and the internal entropy generation. Lostwork can also be written as the 
following equation if the system involves chemical reactions: 
LW= - Q (2.39) 
out m k 
The entropy generated is equal to the entropy flowing out of the system, minus the 
entropy flowing into the system, plus the entropy generated by chemical reactions. Since 
entropy can only be generated, not destroyed, lost work is always a positive value. Lost work 
is a direct reflection of entropy generated in the system. If the system undergoes a reversible 
process, the lost work is zero. 
Lostwork can also be expressed as: 
LW = (2.40) 
m out I t 
This equation can be considered as an availability balance. It is used in this study for 
most situations. It is the difference between the availability inputs and outputs. The 
availability inputs and outputs include all heat interaction contribution and shaft work 
contribution to availability. 
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2.3.6 Second Law Efficiency 
Second law efficiency is the measure of how efficiently the system or its components 
utilize availability. The more the system destroys availability, the lower the second law 
efficiency will be . To increase the second law efficiency, lost work has to be reduced. 
The definition of the second law efficiency can be written as: 
Availability output 
Availability input 
LW 
or = I - -—tttt:—: (2.41) 
Availability input 
The second law efficiency is a more informative measure of energy usage than the 
first law efficiency alone. In an example of using an electric heater to heat up water, the first 
law efficiency can be near 100%, while the second law efficiency will usually be no more 
than S%. This means that using electricity to heat up water is entropically wasteful, because 
the source of availability of high potential electricity is destroyed in the process to produce 
low potential warm water [44]. 
2.4 Pinch Analysis 
Pinch analysis has been used since the I970's as an effective tool for the design and 
the optimization of heat exchanger networks [39] and heat integrated processes [40]. Pinch 
analysis has been applied to such processes as crude oil distillation [33], power plants [37], 
and sugar mills [49]. Pinch analysis is gradually becoming a general method of system 
analysis rather than being used only for heat exchanger network analysis. As Linnhoff claims 
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[36], "the (pinch) analysis is used as a general methodology for conceptual process design 
upstream from flowsheeting and simulation. It is no longer restricted to heat exchanger 
networks." 
Pinch analysis is a simple and clever method to determine the system minimum 
heating and cooling duties. It makes an analogy between the overall heat exchanger network 
and a countercurrent flow heat exchanger. 
In order to simplify, all of the hot and cold streams in a process are summed 
respectively to form a single hot stream and a single cold stream. They are called the hot 
composite stream and the cold composite stream respectively. The resulting hot and cold 
composite streams are used to represent the heat exchanger network for a process as a hot 
composite curve and a cold composite curve on a temperature-enthalpy diagram. The 
minimum temperature difference between the hot and cold composite curves in the 
temperature-enthalpy diagram is called the pinch. The pinch plays an important role in the 
pinch analysis. The design has to be changed if the pinch is smaller than the minimum 
temperature difference driving force allowed in a process. Hot utility and cold utility duties 
can be found in the temperature-enthalpy diagram. 
Another important diagram in pinch analysis is the grand composite diagram. It can 
provide more information than the temperature-enthalpy diagram. Pinch, utilities loads, 
multi-utility information and temperature levels for heating and cooling can be then found 
from the grand composite diagram. 
Once heating and cooling duties and the temperature levels are known, the 
availability of the system from heating and cooling can be calculated. These analysis results 
can then be added to the availability analysis used in this study. The pinch analysis is a 
supplementary analysis method to the availability analysis. 
In an example of the construction of a temperature-enthalpy diagram and the grand 
composite diagram, data are used from simulation results for a gas-phase oxidation reaction 
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io£ Reactor JOi Compressor 
Condenser Feed Vent Evaporator 
Waste Product 
Figure 2.2 Gas-phase oxidation reaction system with recycle stream 
system. Figure 2.2 shows the flowsheet used for the construction of the.se two diagrams. The 
temperature-enthalpy diagram is shown in Figure 2.3, and the grand composite diagram is 
shown in Figure 2.4. Possible heater/heat exchanger positions are shown in the flowsheet. 
The detailed calculation for the construction of Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 is shown in 
Appendix A. 
2.4.1 Temperature-Enthalpy Diagram 
Because most heat exchanger networks have more than one hot stream and cold 
stream, it is necessary to combine streams into one hot composite stream and one cold 
composite stream. The temperature intervals and the corresponding enthalpy values for each 
stream must be known to obtain the composite curves. The temperature points for the hot and 
cold composite curves are the inlet and outlet temperature for the hot and cold streams 
respectively. The temperature interval is the difference between each temperature point and 
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Figure 2.3 Temperature-enthalpy diagram 
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Figure 2.4 Grand composite diagram 
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the temperature point next to it. The enthalpy rate for each temperature interval can be 
obtained by summing up all the enthalpy rates for each stream within that temperature 
interval for the hot streams and cold streams respectively. The enthalpy rate is equal to the 
specific enthalpy change times the flow rate. The enthalpy change within the ith temperature 
interval can be obtained by equation (2.42). In an evaporation or a condensation unit, the 
specific enthalpy is considered to be the latent heat divided by a degree AT and is plotted 
accordingly [29]. In this study, evaporators and condensers are studied separately and are not 
subject to pinch analysis. 
AH, = (2.42) 
J 
The temperature-enthalpy diagram can be plotted when the enthalpy change for each 
temperature interval is known. Starting from the lowest temperature, each enthalpy value in 
the diagram will be the integrated value, that is the summation of the enthalpy change in this 
temperature interval and the previous one. 
Figure 2.3 is a temperature-enthalpy diagram. The hot composite curve represents all 
hot streams in the system while the cold composite curve represents all cold streams in the 
system. In this diagram, the heat exchanger network is represented as an equivalent 
countercurrent flow heat exchanger. The inlet hot composite stream temperature is the 
leftmost temperature for the hot composite curve and the outlet hot stream temperature is 
the rightmost temperature for the hot composite stream. The inlet cold stream temperature 
is the leftmost temperature of the cold composite stream and the outlet cold stream 
temperature T^g is the rightmost temperature of the cold composite stream. The minimum 
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temperature difference between the hot composite curve and the cold composite curve 
is called the minimum temperature approach (pinch temperature) for the heat exchanger 
network. The temperature at the minimum temperature difference is called the pinch point. 
The enthalpy within the and is transferred from the hot streams to the cold streams. 
The deficit of enthalpy needs to be supplied by a heating utility while the surplus of enthalpy 
need to be removed by cooling utility. The enthalpy difference between the hot stream inlet 
temperature and the cold stream outlet temperature is the hot utility duty, while the enthalpy 
difference between the hot stream outlet temperature and the cold stream inlet temperature is 
the cold utility duty. A new pinch temperature can be obtained if one of the two composite 
curves is moved horizontally to the left or right. It is easy to notice that both of the hot and 
the cold utilities will decrease when the pinch temperature decreases. The minimum 
necessary hot and cold duties in the heat exchanger network will be predicted if the minimum 
allowed pinch temperature is chosen. There is a trade-off between the capital investment and 
the utility costs. Increasing the pinch temperature will reduce the capital cost while 
increasing the utility loads and vice versa. The heat exchanger network can then be optimized 
by choosing the best pinch temperature. 
2.4.2 Grand Composite Diagram 
The temperature-enthalpy diagram is an essential tool in pinch analysis, but the grand 
composite curve can provide more information. 
Data for the construction of the temperature-enthalpy diagram can be used to 
construct the grand composite diagram after the pinch temperature is selected. Details for the 
construction of the grand composite diagram can be found in [39]. Here is the summary of 
how to construct the grand composite diagram: 
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1. Select a pinch temperature difference 
2. Reduce all hot stream inlet and outlet temperature values by Ar^|„. 
3. List all of the adjusted inlet temperatures and outlet temperatures for the 
hot streams and the original values for cold streams. 
4. Sort the temperature list from high to low (7,) and determine the 
c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t e m p e r a t u r e  i n t e r v a l s  ( A r ,  =  7 , - 7 , ^ , )  
5. Calculate the net heat flow for each temperature interval using equation 
(2.43). A positive heat flow for each interval means that the energy is in 
deficit in this interval for the hot streams. Heat needs to be supplied by a 
hot utility or from a higher temperature interval. A negative heat flow in 
each interval denotes an excess of heat that needs to be transferred to a 
lower temperature interval or to a cold utility. 
luldj  
- (2.43) 
hii l j  
6. The cumulative heat flow, AQ,, for each temperature interval is calculated 
using equation (2.44). A negative AQ^ represents the possible heat that can 
be transferred to a lower temperature interval. A positive AQ, represents an 
energy deficit in that interval, and energy has to be transferred from a 
higher temperature interval or from hot utilities. The maximum AQ, is the 
minimum hot utility duty QHmn exchanger network. 
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A(3, = 5^(2, (2.44) 
7 = 1  
7. The modified cumulative net heat flow can be obtained by equation (2.45). 
The temperature at which the heat flow is zero is the pinch point. The last 
net heat flow value is the minimum cold utility duty Qcmm required by the 
heat exchanger network. 
AG* = e«m.n-A(2. (2.45) 
Figure 2.4 is an example of a grand composite diagram. All the information obtained 
from the temperature-enthalpy diagram can be obtained from the grand composite diagram. 
The value of the can be adjusted to obtain the optimized utility loads. Additional 
information can then be found from the grand composite diagram, such as the utility 
temperature levels and low-cost utility loads. In this study, multi-utilities for heating and 
cooling are not considered. 
Linnhoff [39] claims that a global optimized design can be found by using pinch 
analysis [39] and that pinch analysis is a form of second law analysis [35]. However, Sama 
[52] challenges these opinions and says that "global optimums generally are nonexistent" and 
pinch analyses "don't use the second law in a positive sense". 
No matter what claims have been made about pinch analysis, it appears that it is an 
extremely clever and powerful method to optimize a heat exchanger network design, and that 
it can be used effectively to determine minimum required hot utility and cold utility loads. 
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2.5 Implementation Of Simulation 
All simulations and analyses were implemented using high-performance SGI 
workstations. Several tools were used in this study. FORTRAN 90 was used as the main tool 
in the analysis of waste-water recovery systems. Matlab was used as the tool for data 
integration and primary visualization. Final analysis visualization was done using 
spreadsheets. Aspen Plus and HySys Process^ simulators were also used as supplementary 
tools for simulation verification. 
The commercial simulators, such as Aspen Plus and HySys Process are convenient to 
perform mass balance and energy balance calculations. The user does not need to calculate 
changes in the phase equilibrium and thermal properties. However, they are cumbersome if a 
user wants to perform pinch analysis and availability analysis. It will be more flexible if the 
codes for this specific analysis are programmed. 
Figure 2.5 is the scheme for implementation of the analysis for the waste-water 
recovery systems. The complete gas phase oxidation reaction flowsheet. Figure 2.6, was 
used. Most parts other than the data integration and visualization are programed using the 
FORTRAN 90 language, a powerful tool for scientific calculation. Modules are used instead 
of common blocks in the newer FORTRAN standard, since common blocks are unsafe and 
error-prone. 
The thermal properties and the phase equilibrium calculations are used in the entire 
system analysis. Mass balance, energy balance and availability analysis from Section 2.1 
need to exchange data with the thermal property and phase equilibrium subroutines. Pinch 
analysis in this study does not need to call phase equilibrium subroutines because evaporators 
and condensers are analyzed separately from the pinch analysis. 
^Hysys Process is a trade mark of Hyprotech Corp. 
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The process simulation packages. Aspen Plus and HySys Process, were used to verify 
the results of the FORTRAN subroutines and the mass and energy balances for the 
waste-water recovery systems. The results from the FORTRAN codes were generally in 
agreement with the results from Aspen Plus or HySys Process. 
Aspen Plus / HySys 
Mass Balance 
Energy balance 
Pinch analysis 
Visualization 
Data integration 
Thermal properties 
Phase equilibrium 
Availability analysis 
Process 
Figure 2.5 Implementation of simulation 
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CHAPTER 3 VAPOR COMPRESSION DISTILLATION SYSTEMS 
The vapor compression distillation system is impoitant to this study not only because 
it is widely used in water desalination process and water distillation process to produce clean 
water, but it is also a subsystem in gas-phase oxidation reaction systems. Vapor compression 
distillation systems are also used in gray water treatment process [64]. Analysis can lead to a 
better understanding of the vapor compression distillation systems, and also aid in the 
analysis of gas-phase oxidation reaction systems. 
A typical simplified flowsheet for a vapor compression distillation system is shown in 
Figure 3.1. The vapor compression distillation system contains one evaporator, one 
condenser, one compressor and other necessary auxiliary equipment. The feed goes into the 
evaporator. A portion of the water in the evaporator is vaporized. A portion of the water not 
vaporized in the evaporator is lost in the waste stream while the other portion is recycled into 
the evaporator in order to keep the surface of the evaporator wet. The evaporator bottom 
^ Compressor 
1 
Feed Evaporator Condenser ^ Vent 
^ Waste ^ Product 
Figure 3.1 Vapor compression distillation system flowsheet 
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recycle stream can be mixed with the feed before or after the heater/heat exchanger. The 
analysis was made for these two scenarios. The vapor is compressed by the compressor and 
then goes into the condenser where the vapor is condensed. The condensed water is the 
product of this process . The heat released by the condensation is used by the evaporator to 
vaporize the water in the evaporator. The compressor provides the necessary pressure 
increase for the temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser. Heal 
exchangers and other auxiliary equipment are not shown in the simplified flowsheet. 
In the analysis of the vapor compression distillation system, the specifications used in 
this study are listed in Table 3.1. 
The operating pressure for the evaporator in this example is chosen as 0.2 atm 
absolute, that is, the system is operated under a vacuum condition. It is a tendency for vapor 
compression distillation systems to operate at lower operating pressures [ 10], since there are 
many advantages [20]: 
• Low temperature operation (operating temperature is normally below 70 °C) 
• Minimization of heat loss 
• Minimization of the requirement for insulation 
• Minimization of scaling problems 
• Simplification of water pretreatment 
It is noted that the pressure and temperature for the feed, the product and the waste 
streams are the same. All energy added to the system including heating and electricity has to 
be removed by the cooling. The profile is shown in Figure 3.2. The cooling utility is equal to 
the summation of the heating and the electrical energy consumed by the system. When the 
temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser is high enough, there is no 
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Table 3.1 Speciflcations: 
Feed Product Waste 
Contaminants 
TN, ppm 50 0.05 
TOC, ppm 200 0.5 
TDS, ppm 1000 
Boundary Conditions; 
Pressure, atm I I 1 
Temperature, °C 25 25 25 
Flow rate, g/s I 0.97 0.03 
Operating Conditions: 
^evaporalop 
AT °C 7 
 ^* mm . 
ATe.C.°C 2 
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heating necessary. All electrical energy consumed by the system is removed by cooling. 
The conditions for the inlets and outlets of the system at the boundaries are the same 
as that of the restricted dead state. There is no thermal/mechanical availability brought in to 
the system by the feed and there is no availability taken out of the system by the product and 
the waste. All thermal/mechanical availability added to the system by electricity, heating, and 
cooling are destroyed in the system. The total lost work is therefore the sum of the 
availability inputs to the system by electricity, heating and cooling. The results are shown in 
Figure 3.3. 
In this system, only three process streams are involved in the heat exchanger network. 
Feed needs to be heated and product and waste need to be cooled. In addition to heat 
exchanging units to exchange heat within these process streams, there are at least two 
additional heat exchangers. One is a heater and the other is a cooler that exchange heat with 
the immediate surroundings. In this study, a detailed heat exchanging scheme was not 
studied, but the minimum theoretical heating and cooling utility loads were obtained by pinch 
analysis. As listed in Table 3.1, the minimum temperature approach for heat exchanger 
network in this study is set as 7°C. 
The evaporator and the condenser are also heat exchanging units. Their performance 
is critical to the system's performance, and they are analyzed separately. 
3.1 The Performance of Compressors, Evaporators and Condensers 
In this system, the key pieces of equipment are the compressor, the evaporator and the 
condenser. The compressor keeps the process running and provides the necessary pressure 
increase for the temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser. 
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Figure 3.4 shows the necessary compression ratio for the temperature difference 
between the evaporator and the condenser. When the compression ratio increases, the 
temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser increases. When the 
evaporator and the condenser operate at a given temperature difference, the compressor will 
have to operate at the minimum compression ratio in order to maintain the pressure increase 
needed. The compression ratio for the compressor is an important parameter, but it is not 
independent. The compression ratio was studied with the performance of the evaporator and 
the condenser. There is no pressure drop considered for the compression ratio in this chapter. 
Pressure drop will be considered in the reaction subsystem in gus-phase oxidation reaction 
system. 
Figure 3.S shows the energy and lost work at different temperature differences 
between the evaporator and the condenser. It is found that the electrical energy added to the 
system is mostly consumed by the compressor. A first law analysis method is used to 
improve the performance of the compressor. Compressor performance is often difficult to 
improve, since its efficiency is hard to improve. If availability analysis is applied, the 
situation can be clarified. The availability entering the system is largely consumed in the 
evaporator and the condenser, while the compressor consumes only a small portion of the 
availability entering the system. The problem then is how to improve the performance of the 
evaporator and the condenser. If the performance of the evaporator and the condenser is 
improved, then the temperature difference between the evaporator and condenser can be as 
low as 2 °C, and the situation is much different. The lost work caused by the evaporator and 
the condenser is reduced dramatically, while the electrical energy used by the system is 
reduced greatly. The electrical consumption and the lost work caused by the compressor are 
greatly reduced. 
Because the temperature difference is so important to the required electrical input to 
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the system, the performance of the evaporator and the condenser was studied. Figure 3.6 
shows the performance of the evaporator and the condenser as a function of the temperature 
difference. 
In Figure 3.6, when the temperature difference between the evaporator and the 
condenser increases, the lost work caused by the evaporator and the condenser increases, 
while the second law efficiency decreases. Tlie use of a high performance evaporator and 
condenser system can reduce the temperature difference, increase the second law efficiency, 
and reduce the lost work. 
A high performance evaporation system can operate with a very low temperature 
difference between the evaporator and the condenser. The wiped-film rotary disk high 
performance evaporator can operate at a temperature difference as low as 0.5 "C [64]. In this 
study, the vapor compression distillation system is considered as a subsy.stem of the 
gas-phase oxidation system, and there are non-condensables in the vapor stream to the 
condenser. The temperature difference of 2 "C between the evaporator and the condenser is 
then selected. 
The compressor consumes most of the electrical energy added to the system. This is 
shown in Figure 3.5. However it only destroys a portion of the availability from electricity. 
The compression ratio depends on the temperature difference between the evaporator and the 
condenser. The lost work caused by the evaporator and the condenser occupies a large 
portion of the total lost work, so that the performance of the compressor is less important 
than that of the evaporator and the condenser. 
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3.2 Performance Of The Heat Exchanger Network 
The minimum temperature approach for the heat exchanger network is clearly an 
important parameter. The performance of the heat exchanger network is shown as a function 
of this quantity in Figure 3.7. 
The second law efficiency decreases when the minimum temperature approach 
increases, while the lost work caused by the heat exchanger network increases. Although the 
second law efficiency varies, it is noted that the second law efficiency is high. This is 
because pinch analysis is applied to the heat exchanger network. The minimum temperature 
approach of 7 °C of the heat exchanger network is used in other case studies in this work. 
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Figure 3.7 The performance of the heat exchanger network 
When the minimum temperature approach for the heat exchanger network is 
increased, less heat can be transferred from the hot streams to the cold streams, and the 
heating availability input to the system increases. Accordingly, the cooling availability 
increases due to the increased heating availability. All heating and electrical inputs to the 
system have to be removed by the cooling utility. Figure 3.8 shows this phenomenon. The 
minimum temperature approach does not affect the electrical input to the system. The total 
lost work is the summation of electricity, heating and cooling availability. If the minimum 
temperature approach is low enough, a heating utility may not be necessary. This was also 
shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. A minimum temperature approach for the heat 
exchanger network will affect the point at which the heating duty and heating availability are 
zero. 
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Figure 3.8 The relationship between total lost work and minimum temperature approach 
3.3 Mixing Effect Of The Evaporator Bottom Recycle Stream 
The following analysis will explain why the evaporator bottom recycle stream should 
go directly to the evaporator instead of first mixing with the feed before the heat exchanger. 
Figure 3.9 is the mixing scheme for these two situations. In Scenario A, the recycle stream 
goes directly into the evaporator. In Scenario B, the recycle stream mixes with the feed first, 
then the mixed stream goes into the heat exchanger, then goes into the evaporator. 
Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 show the results for the two scenarios. Table 3.2 is the result 
when the temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser is I °C, while 
Table 3.3 is the result when the temperature difference is 2 °C. These results are obtained 
when the evaporator bottom recycle ratio is set at 0.08. 
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Figure 3.9 Different mixing schemes for the evaporator recycle streams 
Table 3.2 Mixing effect of evaporator recycle stream, = I °C 
Availability input, W 
A B 
Electricity 21.3 22.9 
Heating 1.2 1.7 
Cooling 0.9 1.0 
Lost work, W 
Mixing 0.0 0.2 
Compressor 3.6 3.9 
E-C 14.9 16.3 
HEN 3.4 4.0 
Others 1.5 1.2 
Total 23.4 25.6 
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Table 3.3 Mixing effect of evaporator recycle stream, = 2°C 
Availability input, W 
A B 
Electricity 41.4 42.6 
Heating 0.0 0.0 
Cooling 1.1 1.1 
Lost work, W 
Mixing 0.0 0.6 
Compressor 6.9 7.1 
E-C 28.7 29.5 
HEN 6.5 6.2 
Others 0.4 0.3 
Total 42.5 43.7 
When the temperature difference is 1 °C, heating to the system is necessary. In Table 
3.2, there are three sources of availability for the system: heating, cooling and electricity. 
Scenario A needs less heating availability than Scenario B, because the feed goes into the 
heat exchanger first, and its inlet temperature is lower than that in Scenario B. More heat can 
be transferred from hot streams to this cold stream. While in scenario B, because the recycle 
stream is hotter than the feed stream, the mixing stream temperature is higher than that of the 
feed stream. This can limit some portion of heat transferring from the hot streams to the 
mixed stream, a cold stream. In this case, more heating utility is needed, and the heat 
exchanger network lost work also increases. Because of the mixing of two streams with a 
large temperature difference, the mixing lost work in Scenario B is much larger than that in 
Scenario A. Although the mixing lost work is only a very small portion of the total work as in 
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Scenario B where the mixing lost woric is only 0.92% of the total lostwork, it is 473 times 
that in Scenario A. The consequence is that the total lost work increases 9.44%. 
When the temperature difference is 2 °C, no heating is necessary. Because of the 
larger temperature difference, the compressor will consume more energy. The electrical input 
to the system is high enough to drive the condenser and the evaporator. In this situation, no 
additional heating availability to the systems is required. The mixing lostwork in Scenario B 
is over 3000 times of that in Scenario A and the total lost work is 2.95% more than that in 
Scenario A. 
It is noted that when the temperature difference between the evaporator and the 
condenser increases from I °C to 2 °C, the lost work by the compressor, the evaporator, the 
condenser, and the heat exchanger network increases. This is because the temperature 
difference between the evaporator and the condenser increase depends on the pressure 
increase of the condenser to the evaporator. The temperature increase needs more pressure 
increase, while the power needed for the pumps and vacuum pumps to raise the pressure 
from the operating condition to 1 atm decreases, because under the simulation condition, the 
evaporator is operated at a vacuum condition of 0.2 atm. 
The mixing analysis in Table 3.4 shows that even if the mixing lost work increase is 
a small 0.2 W and 0.6 W respectively, its consequence is severe. The total lost work 
increases are 2.2 W, 1.2 W, re.spectively. 
3.4 Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) Effect 
Total dissolved solids concentration in the evaporator affects the total lost work of the 
vapor compression distillation system. Higher TDS concentration will increase the 
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Table 3.4 Mixing effect 
Lost work, W 
A B Increase 
£sT,_c = l°C 
Mixing 0.0 0.2 0.2 
Total 23.4 25.6 2.2 
= 2°C 
Mixing 0.0 0.6 0.6 
Total 42.5 43.7 1.2 
temperature in the evaporator. In order to maintain a certain temperature difference between 
the evaporator and the condenser, the compressor must consume more energy to increase the 
pressure in the condenser, and the compression ratio increases. The result is that the total lost 
work increases. 
There are two possibilities to change the TDS concentration in the evaporator. One is 
to change the feed TDS concentration, and the other is to change the evaporator bottom 
recycle ratio. 
Figure 3.10 shows the relationships between the total lost work and the evaporator 
recycle ratio. The TDS concentration in the feed is 1000 ppm. When the recycle ratio 
increases, the total lost work increases. If the recovery rate is set, the TDS concentration in 
the waste stream is fixed. The evaporator bottom recycle stream TDS concentration is the 
same as that of the waste stream. A higher recycle ratio increase the concentration of TDS in 
the evaporator. Higher TDS concentration will then cause more lost work in the system. 
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Figure 3.10 Total lost work vs. evaporator recycle ratio 
When the TDS concentration in the feed stream increases, the TDS concentration in 
the evaporator also increases. The relationship between the total lost work and the TDS 
concentration in the feed is shown in Figure 3.11. The evaporator bottom recycle ratio is 
It is noted that the total lost work changes only slightly when the TDS concentration 
in the evaporator increases. When the evaporator recycle ratio increases from 0.08 to 0.94, 
the TDS concentration in the evaporator increases by 343%, while the total lost work 
increase by only 10%. When the TDS concentration in the feed increases from 2,000 ppm to 
20,000 ppm, the total lost work only increases from 21.9 W to 29.9 W. 
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Figure 3.11 The relationship between the total lost work and the TDS in feed 
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CHAPTER 4 GAS-PHASE OXIDATION REACTION SYSTEMS 
In a gas-phase oxidation system, volatile inorganic and organic compounds are 
destroyed by gas-phase oxidation reactions. Oxygen is introduced to this system as the 
oxidant. For ammonia and methanol, nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water are products of the 
oxidation reactions: 
4NH^ + 30, -> IN, + 6H.0 
ICH^OH + 30, 2C0, + 4H,0 
The system can be divided into two subsystems: a vapor compression distillation 
subsystem and a reaction subsystem. The vapor compression distillation subsystem will 
remove solids and non volatile organic compounds, and vaporize the water and volatile 
compounds. The reaction subsystem uses gas-phase oxidation reactions to destroy volatile 
inorganic and organic compounds. In the simplified gas-phase oxidation reaction flowsheet 
shown in Figure 4.1, a vapor compression distillation subsystem is integrated with the 
reaction subsystem. A portion of the contaminants in the vapor stream from the evaporator 
will be destroyed in the reactor. Oxygen as the oxidant is injected at the entrance of the 
reactor. 
The heat exchange network includes all of the heat exchangers in the vapor 
compression distillation subsystem and in the reaction subsystem, except the evaporator and 
the condenser. The heat exchanger network analysis will also be subject to pinch analysis, 
and the results from the pinch analysis will be used as inputs for the availability analysis of 
the gas-phase oxidation reaction systems. 
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Figure 4.1 Gas-phase oxidation reaction flowsheet without recycle 
In order to get a clear picture of how each subsystem works and their second law 
characteristics, a step-by-step analysis method was used to analyze the performance of the 
entire system. The analysis consists of 4 steps: 
• Analysis of the vapor compression distillation subsystem 
• Analysis of the gas-phase oxidation reaction subsystem (without a recycle 
stream) 
• Analysis of the gas-phase oxidation reaction subsystem (with a recycle stream) 
• Analysis of the gas-phase oxidation reaction system 
The vapor compression distillation system was analyzed in the previous chapter. It is 
important to the gas-phase oxidation reaction system because it can remove solids and 
non-volatile compounds, and it also vaporizes the water and contaminants that will be 
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Waste 
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Condenser Evaporator 
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destroyed by oxidation reactions in the gas phase. The analysis results from the previous 
chapter are used in this chapter. This chapter will focus on the analysis of the reaction 
subsystem and the integrated gas-phase oxidation reaction system. 
The integration of the reaction subsystem and the vapor compression distillation 
subsystem without a reactor recycle stream forms the simple gas-phase oxidation reaction 
system. In this system, the reaction subsystem is placcd between the compressor and the 
condenser. The effect of inlet temperature of the reactor was analyzed in this step. 
A gas-phase oxidation reaction system with a recycle stream is u.sed for higher 
contaminant feeds. For a given single-pass conversion, recycling of the reactor effluent to the 
reactor inlet will increase the overall conversion of the reaction system. The relationship 
between the recycle ratio and lost work is analyzed. 
Based upon the analysis of the above steps, limiting relationships between 
contaminant level and total lost work were obtained. Several variables were changed and the 
effects of single-pass chemical reaction conversion, recycle ratio and contaminant level were 
determined. 
The pressure effect on the system is very important to the entire system performance. 
The system pressure increase can reduce the compression ratio, which has the effect of 
reducing the total lost work, while having an adverse impact on the single-pass conversion, 
which in turn has the effect of increasing the total lost work. The two effects working 
together result in minimum total lost work for a given pressure drop in the reaction 
subsystem. 
The important parameters for the reaction subsystem are the reactor inlet temperature, 
the single-pass conversion and the pressure drop in the reactor subsystem. The analyses of 
these parameters are addressed in the following sections for the inlet temperature, recycle 
stream, compressor arrangement and the pressure effect. Because the condenser and the heat 
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exchangers in the reaction subsystem also cause pressure drops, the pressure drops of the 
reaction subsystem were considered together as the reactor pressure drop. 
4.1 Reactor Inlet Temperature 
Figure 4.2 is constructed from the analysis result when single-pass conversion for 
ammonia is 90% and that for methanol 99%. The reaction lost work decreases when the 
reactor inlet temperature increases. This is understandable. The lost work in the reactor 
results from the entropy change in the reactor. When the temperature is increased, the 
entropy generation in the reactor decreases. When the temperature increases, the entropy 
generation decreases. The result is that the lost work of the reactor decreases when the 
reactor inlet temperature increases. 
Although the lost work in the reactor decreases when the inlet temperature increases, 
other parts of the system are affected adversely. From Figure 4.3, the total lost work of the 
integrated system resulting from the reactor inlet temperature increase increases. The lost 
work increase from heating overrides the lost work decrease in the reactor. 
Figure 4.3 shows that when the TOC is lower, the reaction heat may not be large 
enough to heat the effluent of the reactor enough to guarantee that the effluent stream can 
sufficiently heat up the inlet stream, and extra heating is necessary for the inlet stream. The 
higher the inlet temperature, the more heating availability is necessary for the system. Extra 
heat input to the system will have to be removed by cooling. Heating availability is a 
"concave up" curve while the cooling availability input is a "concave down" curve when the 
inlet temperature increases. When the heating availability governs, the curve is a "concave 
up" curve, shown by the curve for T0c=200 ppm. When the cooling availability governs, the 
curve is a "concave down" curve, shown by the curve for TC)C=100. Surprisingly, when the 
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TCXT is high enough such as when the TOC is over 250 ppm, the reaction heat is large 
enough to heat up the effluent stream and the temperature increase can guarantee that the heat 
can be transferred from the effluent stream to the inlet stream, so that no extra heating is 
necessary. The total lost work of the system is a horizontal line. Under this condition, it 
appears that there is no total lost work decrease or increase when the reactor inlet 
temperature increases. This phenomena can be explained by noting that the total lost work of 
the system is less sensitive to the reactor inlet temperature. After considering other factors, 
however, it is clear that a higher reactor inlet temperature will result in increased system lost 
work. A higher temperature will require more insulation or the heat loss of the reactor will 
increase. In this case where extra heat will have to be introduced a higher reactor inlet 
temperature will cause increased system lost work since reaction heat will have to be 
removed by cooling, and thus a heat loss increase will result in a cooling decrease. This is an 
interesting case. If contaminants cannot be destroyed at the required rate and a reactor 
recycle stream have to be added, and the reactor effluent temperature is usually lower than 
the temperature required to heat the reactor inlet, extra heating and cooling will have to be 
applied to the system. The flnal result is that the total lost work will still increase when the 
reactor inlet temperature is increased. 
4.2 Reactor Recycle Stream 
The reactor recycle stream is very important in the reaction subsystem. If the 
single-pass conversion is high, it is likely that the product will meet the discharge standard. 
However, in most cases, the single-pass conversion is not high enough. A reactor recycle 
stream will have to be added to the system. The flowsheet for the reaction subsystem with a 
recycle stream is shown in Figure 4.4. 
F, xf P,xp 
Figure 4.4 Reaction subsystem with reactor recycle stream 
The relations between the overall conversion and the recycle ration R are shown in 
equation (4.1) and equation (4.2). 
R X(l-}0 
Y = (4.2) 
1+/JX ^ ' 
where X is the single-pass conversion and Y is the overall conversion. R is the reactor 
recycle ratio. 
The recycle stream will increase the lost work from the compressor, the condenser 
and the evaporator and the heat exchanger network, since the recycle stream will increase the 
inlet flow rates of the compressor, the reactor and the condenser and the heat exchangers of 
the reaction subsystem. Also introducing mixing lost work from the mixing of the recycle 
stream with the stream from the evaporator increases lost work. 
The required recycle ratio is a function of single pass conversion. There are often 
factors which may affect the required recycle ratio, including the effect of downstream 
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process modifications. The downstream equipment of the reaction subsystem includes a 
condenser. The condenser can be considered as a separator. If this separator is integrated with 
the reaction subsystem, the required reactor recycle ratio will be reduced greatly. 
Figure 4.5 is the integrated system flowsheet. The condenser serves as a separator. 
The vapor phase is recycled and it is mixed with the vapor stream entering the reactor. 
Because ammonia and methanol are volatile compounds with concentrations in the vapor 
phase higher than in the liquid phase, the integrated system will be much more efficient than 
if a condenser is not used as a separator. 
D = .r,a/.t,p (4.3) 
B^RF (4.4) 
K = (/;z)-n)x 
\-^RDX 
(4.5) 
R = Y - X  
D X { \ - Y )  (4.6) 
F. xf 
B, XB 
P.Xp 
Figure 4.5 Integrated reaction subsystem with a VCD subsystem and a reactor recycle 
stream 
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D is the separation factor. It is the ratio of the concentration of species i in the vapor 
phase to the concentration of species i in the liquid phase. In the conditions of this study, the 
D for ammonia can be up to 150 and for methanol can be up to 8. 
The overall conversion and the recycle ratio can be related by equation (4.S) and 
equation (4.6). In comparison with equation (4.1) and equation (4.6), it is found that the 
recycle ratio for the integrated .system is 1/D limes of tl)ui without considering the condenser 
as a separator. The recycle ratio is reduced greatly for the integrated system. 
Figure 4.6 shows the required recycle ratio for the destruction of varying TOC and 
TN concentrations in the feed stream, respectively. Higher feed TN and TOC concentrations 
need higher recycle ratios. 
The single-pass conversion greatly affects the required recycle ratio. The relation 
between the required recycle ratio and the single-pass conversion when the TCXI is 2(X) ppm 
and the TN is 50 ppm was obtained. If the single-pass conversion for the de.struction of TOC 
decreases from 0.99 to 0.9, the recycle ratio will have to increase 14.2 times. While the 
single-pass conversion for the destruction of TN increases from 0.9 to 0.99, the required 
recycle ratio will decrease to 1/12. The relationship between the required recycle ratio and 
single pass conversion is shown in Figure 4.7. 
In case the recycle stream is unavoidable, the mixing effect on the entire system will 
have to be determined. The introduction of the recycle stream not only causes the increase of 
the lost work by the compressor, the reactor, the evaporator and the condenser and the heat 
exchanger network, but it also introduces the lost work caused by the mixing. The lost work 
caused by the mixing may be high, because of the differences in composition of the two 
mixing streams, the reactor recycle stream and the vapor stream from the evaporator. The 
composition, temperature and pressure are all different for these two streams. Figure 4.8 
shows the lost work of mixing. When the recycle ratio increases from 0 to 2.5, the second 
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law efficiency decreases from 1.0 to 0.86 while the mixing lost work increases from 0 to 95 
W. The lost work caused by the mixing is not small, except if the recycle ratio is very small. 
The mixing effect should not be omitted. It is worth performing analysis to reduce the mixing 
lost work if possible. 
The mixing lost work is large because of the different conditions of the two mixing 
streams. The composition difference, the temperature difference and the pressure difference 
all contribute to the high mixing lost work. The composition difference can not be improved 
if the existing flowsheet is used and other conditions are not changed. The temperature and 
the pressure differences may be minimized. But the temperature difference minimization will 
cause other kinds of lost work. A heat exchanger will have to be installed, and additional 
pressure drop is unavoidable. This will cause a lost work increase in the compressor and in 
the heat exchanger network. This increase will usually override the lost work decrease by 
minimizing the temperature difference between the two streams. The only choice in this 
situation is to reduce the pressure difference between the two mixing streams. This leads to 
an analysis of the compressor arrangement. 
4.3 Compressor Arrangement 
From the gas-phase oxidation flowsheet shown in Figure 4.9, it is found that there are 
three possible locations for the mixing point. The compressor arrangement can be changed 
because of the position of the mixing point and the mixing lost work may be reduced if the 
best compressor arrangement is chosen. 
The pressure of the reactor recycle stream is lower than that of the outlet stream of the 
compressor but higher than that of the vapor stream from the evaporator. Because of the 
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different pressures of the three streams, there are three possible scenarios for mixing. The 
Scenario 1 has mixing before the compressor. Scenario 2 is in the middle of a 2-stage 
compressor. Scenario 3 is after the compressor. For this situation, a recycle compressor will 
have to be added. 
For Scenario I with the mixing point before the compressor, the pressure difference 
between the two mixing streams are quite high. The difference belweeii these two streams 
depends on the pressure drop from the heat exchangers, reactor and the condenser. 
In an example of the comparison among these three scenarios, a recycle ratio of I is 
used. The distribution of lost work for Scenario I is shown in Figure 4.10. In this figure, the 
lost work caused by the mixing occupies 22.9% of the total lost work. The second law 
efficiency for the mixing is 0.89. Because the lost work caused by the mixing is so high and 
the second law efficiency is relatively low for mixing, the total lost work for the compressor 
arrangement is I90W. 
For Scenario 2 with the mixing point is in the middle of a 2-stage compressor, as 
shown in Figure 4.11, there is no significant pressure difference between the two mixing 
streams. In this situation, the mixing second law efficiency is 0.97 and the lost work from the 
mixing occupies only 8.9% of the total lost work, and the total lost work is only 140 W. 
The total lost work is reduced 26% from 190 W to 140 W if this compressor 
arrangement is used. Mixing loss work is not small and reduction of this portion of the lost 
work will favor the systems total lost work reduction. 
For Scenario 3, the mixing point is after the compressor. Because of the pressure 
difference of the compressor effluent stream and the reactor recycle stream, a recycle 
compressor will have to be added to increase the pressure of the reactor stream before 
mixing. Under this circumstance, there is an additional compressor. The total lost work for 
this situation is around 0.4% less than that for Scenario 2. After considering these scenarios, 
in the following study, a 2-stage compressor is used instead of two compressors. 
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4.4 Pressure EITect 
There are unavoidable pressure drops in the reaction subsystem. These pressure drops 
are primarily in the reactor and the heat exchangers. The condenser pressure drop is also 
considered in the reaction subsystem. All these pressure drops are counted together as the 
reactor pressure drop. 
The compressor will have to compensate for the reactor pressure drop. When the 
pressure drop increases, the electrical consumption of the compressor increases. The lost 
work from the compressor increases while most of the availability increase by the 
compressor is lost in the reactor. Figure 4.12 shows that the total lost work increase in the 
system is primarily from the lost work of the reactor. 
Figure 4.13 shows the limiting relationship between the total lost work and the feed 
TOC concentration when the TN concentration is SO ppm. It is found that the total lost work 
is very sensitive to the reactor pressure drop. In the case where the feed TCXT is 200 ppm and 
the TN is 50 ppm, and the pressure drop increa.ses from 0.05 atm to 0.1 atm, the total lost 
work increases from 140 W to 206 W, a 46.3% total lost work increase. 
There is another factor that affects the compression ratio. The temperature difference 
between the evaporator and the condenser is a function of the pressure difference increase by 
the compressor. In oxidation reaction subsystems, non-condensable gases are generated. The 
higher the non-condensable concentration in the inlet stream of the condenser, the less the 
heat transfer coefficient. This is likely to increase the temperature difference between the 
evaporator and the condenser in order to accomplish the heat transfer from the condenser to 
the evaporator. In this study, the temperature difference between the evaporator and the 
condenser is a fixed number of 2 °C. However, its effect was considered. 
Figure 4.14 shows the relationship between the feed TOC concentration and the 
non-condensable concentration in the feed of the condenser. The non-condensables in this 
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case are oxygen, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. It is found that the non-condensable 
concentration is quite high in the inlet stream of the condenser. The non-condensable effect 
was not analyzed in this study, but it is evident that the temperature difference between the 
evaporator and the condenser will have to increase when the feed contaminant concentration 
increases. 
Because of how these two factors, the pressure drop of the reaction subsystem and the 
feed concentration, affect the compression ratio, it is necessary to study the pressure effect on 
the compression ratio. 
Figure 4. IS shows the pressure effect on the compression ratio. The higher the 
evaporation pressure, the lower the compression ratio in achieving the same temperature 
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difference between the evaporator and the condenser. The total lost work decreases when the 
evaporation pressure increases. Figure 4.16 shows these results. 
Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 are results from the vapor compression distillation 
analysis, but they can be used in the gas-phase oxidation reaction system. 
Increasing the evaporation pressure can reduce the compression ratio, and thus reduce 
the compressor energy consumption. However pressure is quite influential for gas-phase 
reactions. Equation (4.7) and (4.8) describe the pressure effect on gas-phase oxidation 
reactions. 
40'=5^v,c: 
( 
= -RmK (4.7) 
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Figure 4.16 The relationship between total lost work and TDS concentration at difference 
evaporation pressure 
where v = ^v,. y, is the mole fraction of species i in the gas phase. Under the assumption 
I 
that the gas-phase is an ideal solution, the fugacity coefflcients are unity. Pq is the reference 
state pressure. In this study, Pq is I atm. 
For the ammonia destruction reaction and the methanol destruction reaction, reaction 
equilibrium constant Ks are considered constant since the reaction temperature is fixed. In 
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this study, because the reactor is modeled as an adiabatic reactor, the reactor outlet 
temperature was set as constant. The single-pass conversion Xj under pressure P2 for the 
ammonia destruction reaction can be calculated using equation (4.9) if the single-pass 
conversion under P^ is X,, while for methanol destruction reaction, equation (4.10) may be 
used. 
P. 
(1-X,)' 
X; 
(i-x,r (4.9) 
X] P. 
(i-x,)- (4.10) 
The results are shown in Figure 4.17. The single-pass conversion decreases when the 
reaction pressure increases. The basis for these results are X=0.9 for ammonia destruction 
and X=0.99 for methanol destruction at 0.2 atm. 
The compression ratio will decrease to maintain the same temperature difference 
between the evaporator and the condenser when the reaction pressure increases. This effect 
can lead to a tendency to reduce the total lost work, while the increased reaction pressure will 
reduce the single-pass conversion. This effect will increase the reactor recycle ratio, while it 
will increase the total lost work. The two effects will work together when the reaction 
pressure changes and a lowest value of the total lost work can be found at a given pressure 
drop. 
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Figure 4.17 Pressure effect on single pass conversion 
Figure 4.18 shows the results of the pressure effect on the total lost work. It is found 
that the lowest total lost work points for these cases are all at pressures above I atm. It is less 
sensitive when the reaction pressure is within 2-8 atm. 
Because of the increase of the reaction pressure, the temperature in the evaporator and 
the condenser will also increase. Higher pressures cause higher temperatures in the 
evaporator, increasing the requirement for the pretreatment of the feed in order to reduce 
scaling problems [10]. Heat loss and the requirement for insulation also increase. At this 
point, there will be a trade-off among the feed pretreatment, energy consumption and capital 
investment costs. 
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Figure 4. 18 Pressure effect on total lost work at different reactor pressure drops 
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CHAPTER 5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 Summary 
This study characterizes the thermodynamic behavior of waste-water recovery 
systems. To perform this analysis, computer-based steady state models were developed and 
simulations were completed. The energy consumption, lost work and its distribution were 
studied. Pinch analysis was used to characterize the performance of the heat exchanger 
networks. 
Lost work production is a measure of the departure of a real process from a reversible 
process. It may be used as an optimization criteria for a system. Its nriagnitude and 
distribution is dependent on mass flows, temperatures, pressures and the distributions of 
chemical species. The lost work may be reduced if a better understanding of the impact of 
variables on lost work generation exists. 
Vapor compression distillation systems were studied as components of gas-phase 
oxidation reaction systems. The performance of vapor compression distillation systems was 
studied and the analysis results were then used in the analysis of gas-phase oxidation reaction 
systems. 
The study of gas-phase oxidation reaction systems elucidated several effects on the 
total lost work distribution. These included reactor inlet temperature, reactor recycle ratio, 
compressor arrangement and operating pressure. 
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5.2 Conclusions 
The general conclusions of this work are: 
• Availability analysis is a useful tool for the analysis of waste-water recovery 
systems since lost work can be calculated for steady-state, open systems with 
interacting chemical processes with several chemical species. 
• Lost work analysis provides a useful tool in choosing more thermodynamically 
efficient operating conditions. 
• Pinch analysis can be integrated with availability analysis in waste-water recovery 
systems. 
Specific conclusions for vapor compression distillation - gas phase oxidation reaction 
waste-water recovery systems are as follows: 
• Compressors consume most of the energy input for systems, but evaporators and 
condensers destroy most of the availability. To conserve availability, evaporator 
and condenser performance should be improved by reducing temperature 
differences, specifically by using high-performance evaporators. 
• The use of reactor recycle streams, which are often required for the products to 
meet discharge standards, can significantly increase the total lost work. An 
improved compressor arrangement can significantly reduce the lost work caused 
by recycle stream mixing. 
• As an alternative to reduce lost work, condensers can serve as separators to reduce 
the reactor recycle ratio and minimize lost work. 
• Total lost work can be reduced by a proper choice of operating pressure, which 
has an indirect effect on single-pass conversion, required recycle ratio, mixing 
losses and compression ratio. 
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APPENDIX A SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR PINCH ANALYSIS 
In the sample calculation, the flowsheet in Figure 2.2 was used. The operating 
pressure of the evaporator is 0.2 atm absolute, the reactor recycle ratio is 0.37. The minimum 
temperature approach for the heat exchanger network is IS °C. The temperature difference 
between the evaporator and the condenser is 2 °C. The feed specification is the same as that 
listed in Table 3.1. The discharge specification for product stream is TN 0 14 ppm, TOG 5.45 
ppm. This was done for visualization purpose. In real analysis, the reactor recycle ratio is 
selected properly in order to meet the discharge standard and the minimum temperature 
approach for heat exchanger network is 7 °C . 
In the pinch analysis, a stream is considered a cold stream if the inlet temperature is 
lower than the outlet temperature when this stream passes through a heat exchanger, while a 
stream is considered a hot stream if the inlet temperature is higher than the outlet 
temperature. This is defined because a hot stream releases heat while a cold stream gets heat. 
In the sample calculation, there are six streams involved in the heat exchanger 
network. The feed, oxygen stream and reactor inlet stream need to be heated up, they are cold 
streams while the waste, product and the reactor outlet stream need to be cooled down, they 
are hot streams. Table A. 1 lists the specifications for these streams. 
In the construction of temperature-enthalpy diagram, real temperatures are used. In 
this example, the sorted temperature points for cold composite curve are listed in column I in 
Table A.2, and points for hot composite curve in Table A.3. The units in Table A.2 and Table 
A.3 except temperature are Watts. 
The second, third and fourth column in Table A.2 and Table A.3 are the enthalpy 
values for each stream in each temperature interval. The fifth column is the summation of 
enthalpy values for each temperature interval. They are calculated by equation (2.42). The 
temperature points are listed in the first column. The sixth column is the cumulative enthalpy 
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Table A.I 
Feed Oa R-inlet Product Waste R-outlet 
Phase 1 g g 1 1 g 
Hot-cold Cold Cold Cold Hot Hot Hot 
Mole-flow, mole/s 0.055 0.0003 0.074 0.074 0.002 0.005 
Mass-flow, mg/s 1000.00 0.87 1393.23 969.35 30.00 1393.23 
r, inlet, °C 25.00 25.00 85.79 62.25 61.13 254.53 
T, outlet, °C 60.36 85.79 250.00 25.00 25.00 64.78 
T, inlet, adj., °C 25.00 25.00 85.79 47.25 46.13 239.53 
T, outlet, adj., °C 60.36 85.79 250.00 10.00 10.00 49.78 
Table A.2 
T, °C Feed 0: R-inlet Sum Cumulated Adjusted 
250.0 574 675 
0 0 426 426 
85.8 148 249 
0 0 0 0 
60.4 148 249 
148 0 0 148 
25.0 0 101 
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Table A.3 
T, "C Product Waste R-outlet Sum Cumulated Adjusted 
254.5 648 648 
0 0 492 492 
64.8 156 156 
0 a 0 a 
62.3 156 156 
5 0 a 5 
61.1 151 151 
146 4 0 151 
25.d 0 Q 
values when the lowest temperature enthalpy values are set as zero. The seventh column is 
the adjusted enthalpy values. There is no adjustment for hot composite curve while cold 
composite curve is adjusted by cooling duty, it is 101 in this ca.se. as if the cold composite 
curve is moved rightward. The first and the last columns are used to construct the 
temperature-enthalpy diagram. Figure 2.3. 
In the construction of the grand composite curve, adjusted temperature are used. 
There is no adjustment for cold stream temperatures, but for hot streams, their temperatures 
are adjusted by subtraction minimum temperature approach for the heat exchanger net work. 
This is done in order to guarantee the heat can be transferred from hot streams to cold 
streams. These values are shown in the last two rows in Table A. I. The sorted temperature 
points from these two rows are listed in the first column in Table A.4. Other values in 
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Table A.4 
T, "C Feed O2 R-inlet Product Waste R-outlet Sum Cumulated Adjusted 
250.0 0 28 
C 0 28 0 0 0 28 
239.5 
-1 
28 0 
6 0 399 0 0 -400 
85.8 27 1 
0 0 0 0 0 -65 -65 
60.4 -38 66 
44 0 0 0 0 -27 17 
49.8 -21 49 
11 0 0 0 0 0 11 
47.3 -10 38 
5 0 0 -5 0 0 0 
46.1 -10 38 
88 0 0 -86 -2 0 0 
25.0 -10 38 
0 0 0 -61 
-i 0 -63 
10.0 -73 101 
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Table A.4 are enthalpy values. They are in Watts. The second to seventh column are 
calculated by equation (2.43), while the eighth column is calculated by equation (2.44). The 
enthalpy values in the eighth column are cumulated enthalpy when the number in 
temperature 2S0 °C is set as zero. The maximum value in the eighth column is the heating 
duty. It is 28 W in this case. The last column are adjusted by equation (2.4S). The first 
column and the last column are used to construct the grand composite diagram. Figure 2.4. 
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APPENDIX B PROGRAM CODES 
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!  This  progreim is  to analysis  f lowsheet  for  2  components 
!  H20-CH30H using Unifac model  
!  by using WFRD h igh ef f ic iency evaporator .  .  
!  I t  includes evaporator  and condenser .  
!  This  progreun calculate  mass balance f i rst .  
!  Uni fac model  and poynt ing factor  to  correct  K_value 
module basic  
impl ic i t  none 
integer ,  parameter  : :  nc=8,  uni fac_num=3 
integer  c{nc)  
end module basic  
module uni fac_cal  
use basic  
impl ic i t  none 
type uni fac_data 
integer  ug,un 
integer  uc_index(nc) , ik(uni fac_num,10)  
real*8  r (10) ,q(10) ,a_mn(10,10)  
real  *8  geunma (uni fac_nuin)  
real*8  x(uni fac_num) 
end type uni fac_data 
type (uni fac_data)  u_daca 
end module uni fac_cal  
program react ion 
use uni fac_cal  
impl ic i t  none 
integer  ns,nu,nr ,ncycle 
!  nc,  the number of  components 
!  ns,  the number of  streams 
!  nu,  the number of  uni ts  
parameter  (ns=40,  nu=25,nr=3,  ncycle=10)  
!  c{nc) ,  the components in  the system 
integer  ierr .step 
!  error  informat ion 
!  step,  0 ,  w/o computing thermal  propert ies 
real*8  x{nc) ,y(nc) ,z (nc)  ,  z l (nc) ,z2(nc)  
!  x ,y .z ,  intermediate var iables for  streams 
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real*8  beta,beta_set ,beta_del ta  
beta,  evaporat ion rat io  
beta_set ,  evaporat ion rat io  indicated for  an evaporator  
real*8  to l  
to l ,  to lerence 
real*8  tO,pO 
tO.pO,  dead state  temperature and pressure 
real*8  elec_duty(nu) ,  heat_duty(nu)  
e lectr ic  duty or  heat  duty for  pump,  compressure and heater  
integer  phase(ns) , index,phasel ,phase2 
phase,  1 , l iquid,100,gas 
index,  property  index 
real*8  pi , t l ,p2, t2 ,p3, t3  
intermediate var iables for  temprature and pressure 
real*8  av(ns) ,av_adj (ns) ,h_s(ns) ,h_sO(ns) ,s_s(ns) ,s_sO(ns)  
real*8  avch(ns)  
real*8  e lectr ic i ty(10)  
real*8  total_ lw(10)  
real*8  del ta_h_s(ns) , t (ns) ,p(ns)  
real*8  f_mole(ns) , f_mass(ns)  
real*8  s_mole(nc,ns) ,s_mass(nc,ns)  
real*8  s_molefrac(nc,ns) ,s_massfrac(nc,ns)  
real*8  l_work(nu) ,b_p(nu) ,b_t (nu)  
real*8  re_rat io ,  comp_rat io ,comp_rat io_input ,comp_rat io_del ta  
real*8  comp_l_percent_input ,  comp_l_percent  
real*8  compl_duty(10) ,compl_av(10) ,compl_lw(10)  
real*8  comp2_duty(10) ,comp2_av(10) ,comp2_lw(10)  
real*8  evap_t(10) ,cond_t(10) ,comp_duty(10) ,comp_av(10)  
real*8  mix_av(10) ,afcomp(10)  
real*8  pumpl_duty (10)  ,pump2_duty(10)  ,  pximpl_av(10)  ,pump2_av(10)  
real 's purapl_lw(10) ,pump2_lw(10)  
recycle  rat io  of  evaporator  bottom f low 
real*8  x_mass(4) ,ht (5 ,4) , rec_mole(10)  
real*8  b( l l ,  3)  ,hh,ss,aavv, l_w,h_duty,e_duty,  evapduty( lO)  
real*8  feed, feed_massf(nc) , feed_massf_input(nc)  
real*  8 p_evap,p_evap_input ,p_evap_del ta  
real*8  condduty( lO)  ,c^_duty(10)  
real*8  mix_ih, temp,tmin 
real*8  loop2(nc,2) ,s(nc) ,s i (nc) ,s2(nc) ,s3(nc) ,  rec_rate,  t t  
real*8  tempi , temp2,temp3,temp4,tempS,av_exch,heat load,error(nc)  
real*8  Iptemp(nc) ,  Ipt (nc) , rec_spec,  vent_rat io ,vent_rat io_input  
integer  )ceycom(nr)  
real*8  yie ld(nr) ,02_feed,02_feed_input , rat io ,stoic(nr ,nc)  
real*8  loop_t l ,  loop_t2, t_react ion, t_react ion_del ta  
real*8  react_recycle_input , react_recycle 
real*8  react_dp_input ,  react_dp 
integer  i ,  j ,  )c,  n ,  j  j  ,  k)c,  )cconvg,  i temp,  n j j .n j  
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logical  f lag,  f lag_i  
real*8  uni t_ lw(nu) ,mixing_lw(10) ,evap_cond_lw(10)  
real*8  feed_heater_lw{10) ,prod_cooler_lw(10)  
real*8  cond_rat io ,cond_rat io_input ,cond_rat io_del ta  
real*8  o2_duty(10) ,prod_duty(10) ,cond_duty(10)  
real*8  feed_duty(10) ,evap_duty(10)  
real*8  evap_lw(10) ,evap_adj_duty,cond_lw (10)  
real*8  feed_duty,prod_duty,react_duty 
real*8  t_evap_feed(10)  
real*8  heat ing_duty(10) ,cool ing_ducy(10)  
Real*8  heat ing_lw(10) ,cool ing_lw(10)  
real*8 heating_av(10), cooling_av(10) 
real*8  comp2ef  f  (10)  ,  puinpl2ef  f  ^ 10)  ,  puinp22ef  f  (10)  
real*8  evapcond2eff (10) ,mixing2eff (10)  
real*8  heater2e£f(10) ,cooler2eff (10)  
real*8  f_hO 
real*8  hen_lw(10) ,heat ing_elec 
real*8  toe (10)  ,  ton(10)  ,  euinn(  10)  
real*8  vacl_duty(10) ,vac2_duty(10) ,vacl_ lw(10)  
real*8  vac2_lw(10) ,vacl_wlw(10)  
real*8  vacl_heat(10) ,vac2_heat(10) ,vacl_w(10)  
real*8  vac2_w(10) ,vac2_wlw(10)  
!  The fo l lowing is  for  pinch calculat ion 
real*8  gsmole(nc,ns) , t_start (ns) , t_target(ns) ,gp(ns) , tmin, t_tol  
integer  nb,ng,ngcc,ngch,gphase(ns)  
pareuneter  (nb=2)  
real*8  hb(nb) , tb(nb,2)  
real*8  grand(2*ns+2 *nb+2) ,c_c(2*ns+2*nb+2)  ,  c_h(2 *ns+2 *nb+2)  
real*8  tc_l ist (ns*2+2*nb) , th_l ist (2*ns+2*nb)  
real*8  tc_c_l ist  (ns*2+2*nb)  ,  tc_h_l ist  {2*ns-»-2*nb)  
integer  grand_info(4)  
open(uni t=9,  f i le= 
open(uni t=10,  f i le= 
open(uni t= l l ,  f i le= 
open(uni t=12,  f i le= 
open(uni t=13,  f i le= 
open(uni t=14,  f i le= 
open(uni t=15,  f i le= 
open(uni t=16,  f i le= 
open(uni t=17,  f i le= 
open(uni t=18,  f i le= 
open(uni t=19,  f i le= 
open(uni t=20,  f i le= 
open(uni t=21,  £ i le= 
open(uni t=22,  £ i le= 
open(uni t=23,  f i le= 
open(uni t=24,  f i le= 
open(uni t=28,  f i le= 
open(uni t=29,  f i le= 
open(uni t=30,  f i le= 
open(uni t=31,  f i le= 
open(uni t=32,  f i le= 
open(uni t=33,  f i le :  
open(uni t=34,  f i le= 
open(uni t=35,  f i le= 
open(uni t=36,  f i le= 
open(uni t=37,  f i le= 
' input_data ' ,status='  o ld '  )  
'prof i le '  ,status='unlcnown'  )  
' temperature ' ,status='unknown')  
'pressure '  ,  status='un)cnown'  )  
'  compressor2ef  f ' ,  status= '  unlcnown'  )  
'pumpl2eff ' ,s tatus='  unknown')  
'pump22eff ' ,s tatus='unknown')  
'heater2eff ' ,s tatus='unknown')  
'cooler2eff ,status='unknown')  
'evapcond2eff ' ,s tatus='unknown')  
'mixing2eff ' ,s tatus='unknown')  
'mixing_lw' ,status='unknown')  
'evap_cond_lw' ,status='unknown')  
'  t_evap_feed' ,  status = 'unknown')  
' feed_heat ing_lw' ,status='unknown')  
'prod_cool ing_lw' ,status='unknown')  
'avai labi l i ty_ch' ,status='unknown')  
'avai labi l i ty ' ,status='unknown')  
'uni ts_lostwork' ,status='unknown')  
'massf low' ,status='unknown')  
'molef low' ,status='unknown')  
'var iable_x' ,status='unknown')  
'heatduty ' ,status='unknown')  
'e lectr ic i ty ' ,status='unknown')  
'evap_temp' ,status='unknown')  
'cond_temp' ,status='unknown')  
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open unit =38, f ile= 
open unit = 39, f ile= 
open unit =40, f ile= 
open unit =41, f ile= 
open unit =42, f ile= 
open unit =43, f ile= 
open unit =44, f ile= 
open unit =45, f ile= 
open unit =46, f ile= 
open unit =47, f ile= 
open unit =48, f ile= 
open unit =49, f ile= 
open unit = 50, f ile= 
open unit =51, f iie= 
open unit =52, f ile= 
open unit = 53, f ile= 
open unit =54, f ile= 
open unit =55, f ile= 
open unit = 56, file= 
open unit = 57, f ile= 
open unit = 58, f ile= 
open unit = 60, f ile= 
open unit = 61, f ile= 
open unit = 62, f ile= 
open unit = 63, f ile= 
open unit = 64, f ile= 
open unit =65, f ile= 
open unit =66, f ile= 
open unit =71, f ile= 
open unit =72, f ile= 
open unit = 81, f ile= 
open unit =82, f ile= 
open unit =83, f ile= 
open unit =84, f ile= 
open unit =85, f ile= 
open unit = 86, f ile= 
open unit = 87, f ile= 
open unit = 88, f ile= 
open unit = 89, f ile= 
open unit =90, f ile= 
open unit =91, f ile= 
open unit =92, f ile= 
open unit =93, f ile= 
open unit = 97, file= 
open unit =98, f ile= 
open unit =99, f ile= 
compl_duty',status='unknown') 
compl_lw',status='unknown') 
variable_y',status='unknown') 
mix_av',status='unknown') 
puinpl_duty' , status= 'unknown' ) 
puinpl_lw' , status='unknown' ) 
puinp2_duty' , status = 'unknown' ) 
puinp2_lw' , status=' unknown' ) 
heating_duty',status='unknown') 
cooling_duty',status='unknown') 
c_p_duty',status='unknown') 
recycle_moleflow',status='unknown') 
massfrac',status='unknown') 
molefrac',status='unknown') 
contaminants_toc',status='unknown') 
conteuninants_ton', status= ' unknown' ) 
containinants_aiTini' , status ='unknown' ) 
h_flow',status='unknown') 
s_flow',status='unknown') 
heating_av',status='unknown') 
cooling_av',status='unknown') 
tc_list',status='unknown') 
grand',status='unknown') 
tc_c_list',status='unknown') 
cold_coniposite_curve', status= 'unknown' ) 
tc_h_list',status='unknown') 
hot_composite_curve' , status='unknown') 
pinch_info',status='unknown') 
f_mole',status='unknown') 
f_mass',status='unknown') 
vacl_duty',status='unknown') 
vacl_lw', status='unknown') 
vac2_duty',status='unknown') 
vac2_lw',status='unknown') 
hen_lw', status='unknown') 
heating_lw', status='unknown') 
cooling_lw', status='unknown') 
evap_duty', status='unknown') 
cond_duty', status='unknown') 
comp2_duty',status='unknown') 
comp2_lw',status='unknown') 
vacl_wlw',status='unknown') 
vac2_wlw',status='unknown') 
total_lw',status='unknown') 
reaction_heat',status='unknown') 
reaction_lw',status='unknown') 
ierr=0 
tol=1.0d-4 
feed condition 
Set flow rate 1kg/s 
read{9,•)c 
read(9,*)feed 
read(9,*)feed_mass f_input 
read(9,*)rec_rate 
read{9,*)njj,nj 
read(9,*)beta_set,beta_delta 
read(9,*)comp_ratio_input,comp_ratio_delta 
read(9,*)comp_l_percent_input 
read(9,•)t_reaction,t_reaction_delta 
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read(9,*)yield 
read(9,*)02_feed_input 
read(9,*)p_evap_input,p_evap_delta 
read(9,*)cond_ratio_input,cond_racio_delta 
read(9,*)tmin 
read(9,*)vent_ratio_input 
read(9,*)react_recycle_input 
read(9,*)react_dp_input 
if ((comp_l_percent_input).gt.0.9999) then 
print *,'wrong comp_l_percent_input, too hight' 
stop 
endif 
react_dp = react_dp_input*101325.OdO 
p_evap_input = p_evap_input*101325.OdO 
comp_l_percent=comp_l_percent_input 
p=101325.0d0 
t=298.15d0 
s_mole=0.OdO 
s_mass=0.OdO 
p(l)=101325.0d0 
t{l)=25.0d0+273.15d0 
p_evap=p_evap_ i npu t 
phase(1)=1 
n=nc 
call init_unifac 
call feed_ppm(nc,c,feed_massf_input,feed_massf,ierr) 
call normal(nc,feed_massf,ierr) 
s_mass(:,1)=feed*feed_massf 
call toc_ton(n, c, tempi, teinp2, temp3, s_mass ( :, 1) , ierr) 
write(10,•)'TOC in feed, ppm ',tempi 
write(10,*)'NH3-N in feed, ppm ',temp3 
write(10,*)'TN in feed, ppm ',temp2 
call mass_mole(nc,c,s_mass(:,1),s_mole(:,1) , ierr) 
f_mass(1)=feed 
f_mole(l)=sum(s_mole(:, 1)) 
Recyclye rate, mass water recovery percent 
rec_rate=0.90d0 
beta_set=0.85d0 
t_reaction=t_reaction+273.15d0 
react_recycle=react_recycle_input 
do jj=l,njj 
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beta_set=beta_set+beta_delta 
write(40,*)beta_set 
comp_ratio=comp_ratio_input 
t_reaction=t_reaction - t_reaction_delta 
hen_lw=0.OdO 
p_evap=p_evap-p_evap_delta*101325d0 
do j=l,nj 
t_reaction=t_reaction + t_reaction_delta 
coinp_ratio=comp_racio+coinp_ratio_delta 
p_evap=p_evap+p_evap_delta *101325d0 
write(33,•)comp_ratio 
write(10,*)'Evaporator beta_set= ',beta_set 
write(10,•)'Recycle of evaporator bottom flow= (mole)', re_ratio 
print •,'beta_set=',beta_set 
print *,'comp_ratio=' , comp_ratio 
s_mole(:,2)=s_mole(:,1) 
open(unit=999,file='initial_smole_6' , status='unknown') 
read(999,•)s_mole(:, 6) 
close(999) 
kconvg=0 
flag_i=.false. 
do while (.not.flag_i) 
sl=s_mole{:,2) 
s2=s_mole(:, 6) 
call mixer_d(nc,c,si,s2, s, ierr) 
s_mole{:,3)=s 
z=s 
call norjnaKnc, z, ierr) 
pl=p_evap 
call flash_betareal(pi,tl,nc,c,x,y,z,beta_set,ierr) 
evap_t(j)=tl 
s_mole( :, 4) =suin(s) *x* (1. OdO-beta_set) 
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s_mole (: , 8) =suin(s) *y*beta_set 
s_mole(:,4)=s_mole(:,3)-s_mole{:,8) 
call nonnal_inlout2(nc,s_mole(:,3),s_mole(:,4),s_mole(:,8),ierr) 
s_mole(:,5)=s_mole(:,4) 
rec_spec=(1.OdO-rec_rate)* feed 
call split_mole (nc, c, s_mole(:,5),s_mole(:,6),s_mole(:,7),& 
1, rec_spec,ierr) 
lptemp=s_mole(:, 6) 
call Wegstein(kconvg,n,Ipt,Iptemp,tol,flag_i) 
kconvg=kconvg+l 
s_mole(:,6)=lpt 
enddo 
rec_spec=(1.OdO-rec_rate)•feed 
call split_mole(nc, c,s_mole(: , 5) , s_mole(:,6),s_raole(:,7),& 
1,rec_spec,ierr) 
open (unit=999, f ile= ' initial_sinole_6 ' , status= ' unknown' ) 
write(999,"(8e20.10)")s_mole(:, 6) 
close(999) 
s_n\ole ( : , 23) =s_mole ( : , 7) 
stoic=0 
stoic(1,1)=6.OdO 
stoic(1,2)=-4. OdO 
stoic(l,4)=-3.OdO 
stoic{1,6)=2.OdO 
stoic(3,l)= 14.OdO 
stoic(3,4)=-17. OdO 
stoic(3,5)= 12.OdO 
stoic(3,6)= 2. OdO 
stoic(3,7)=-2. OdO 
stoic(2,3)=-2.OdO 
stoic(2,4)=-3.OdO 
stoic(2,1)=4.OdO 
stoic(2,5)=2.0d0 
keycom(3)=70 
keycom(2)=3 
keycom(l)=2 
phase=l 
phase(8)=100 
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phase(9)=100 
phase(10)=100 
phase(11)=100 
phase(12) =100 
phase(13) =100 
phase(14)=100 
phase{18)=100 
phase(19)=100 
phase{20)=100 
phase(21)=100 
phase(24)=100 
phase(25)=100 
phase(26)=100 
phase(27)=1 
phase(28)=100 
phase(29)=1 
phase(31)=100 
phase(32)=100 
phase(33)=100 
t(2)=t:(l) 
t(2)=evap_c(j ) 
p(2)=p(l) 
t(4)=evap_t(j) 
P(4)=p_evap 
t(8)=evap_t(j ) 
P(8)=p_evap 
pl=p(4) 
tl=t(4) 
p(5)=p(l) 
p2=p(5) 
z=s_mole(:,4) 
step=l 
call u_pump(step,pl, tl, p2, t2, nc, c, z, h_s (4) , s_s (4) , av(4) , 0 . 8d0, & 
punrpl_duty (j ) , pumpl_lw (j ) , ierr) 
t(5)=t2 
p(7)=p(5) 
t(7)=t(5) 
p(23)=p(7) 
t{23)=c(l) 
p{6)=p(5) 
t(6)=t(5) 
pl=p(2) 
tl=t(2) 
zl=s_mole(;,2) 
p2=p(6) 
t2=t(6) 
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z2=s_mole(:,6) 
call mixer_01 (no,c,pi, tl, zl, p2,t2,z2,p3,t3,z,ierr) 
p(3)=p3 
t{3)=t3 
s_mole(:,31)=s_mole{: , 8) 
open(unic=999, tiie= ' inicial_smole_2i',scatus='unknown') 
read(999,*)s_mole(: , 21) 
close(999) 
kconvg=0 
flag_i=.false. 
do while (.not.flag_i) 
sl=s_mole(:,31) 
s2=s_mole(:,21) 
call mixer_d(nc, c, si, s2, s, ierr) 
s_mole(:,32) =s 
s_mole(:,33)=s_mole(:,32) 
02_feed=02_feed_input* (s_inole (2,33) *0 .75d0*yield(1) & 
+s_mole(3,33)*1.5dO*yield(2)& 
+s_mole(7,33)*8.5dO*yield(3)) 
s_mole(:,18)=0.OdO 
s_moleH, 18)=02_feed 
s_mole(:,19)=s_mole(:,18) 
sl=s_inole (: , 33) 
s2=s_mole(:,19) 
call mixer_d(nc, c, si, s2 , s,ierr) 
sjnole ( :, 11) =s 
s_mole(:,12)=s_mole(;,11) 
s=s_mole(:,12) 
call rstoic(n,c, s,nr, stoic,keycom,yield, ratio,ierr) 
s_mole(:,13)=s 
s_mole(:,14)=s_mole( :, 13) 
call flash_heatlgl (nc, c, p (3) , t (3) , s_mole (:, 3) , & 
p(8) , t(8),s_mole(:,8), & 
p(4) , t(4),s_mole(: ,4) , & 
h_duty, ierr) 
h_dutv=-h_duty 
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cond_ratio=cond_ratio_input 
z=s_mole(:, 14) 
call normal(nc,z,ierr) 
pi=p_evap* comp_rat io-reac t_dp 
p(14)=pl 
call dewbubreal(pi,tl,t2,nc,c,z,ierr) 
t(14)=tl 
z=s_mole(: , 14) 
p2=pl 
call flash_q(pl,tl,p2,t2,n,c,x,y,z,beta,h_duty,ierr) 
cond_t(j)=t2 
s=s_mole(:,14) 
s_mole(:,15)=x 
s_mole{:,24)=y 
call normal_inlout2(nc,s_mole(:,14),s_mole(:,15),& 
s_mole(:,24),ierr) 
rec_spec=react_recycle*sum(s_mole(:,8)) 
call split_mole(nc,c,s_mole(:,24),s_mole(: , 25),& 
s_mole(:,21),3,rec_spec,ierr) 
call Wegstein(kconvg,n,Ipt,s_mole(:,21) , tol, flag_i) 
kconvg=kconvg+l 
if (.not.flag) then 
x=lpt 
call normal(n,x,ierr) 
s_mole(:, 21)=react_recycle*x*sum(s_mole(:,8)) 
end if 
enddo 
s_mole(:,25)=s_mole(:,24)-s_mole(:,21) 
open(unit=999,file='initial_smole_21',status='unknown') 
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write(999,"(8e20.10)")s_mole(:,21) 
close(999) 
t(24)=cond_t(j) 
p(24)=p(14) 
t(15)=cond_t(j) 
p(15)=p(14) 
t(21)=t(24) 
p(21)=p(24) 
p(25)=p(24) 
t(25)=t(24) 
step=l 
pl=p(8) 
tl=t(8) 
p2=pl* (1. OdO+ {comp_ratio-l. OdO) *coinp_l_percent) 
p(31)=p2 
z=s_;nole (: , 8) 
call u_compr(step, pi, tl, p2,t2,n,c, z, & 
hh, ss, aaw, 0 . 80d0, e_duty, l_w, ierr) 
t(31)=t2 
compl_duty (j) =e_duty 
compl_lw(j)=l_w 
compl_av (j ) =e_duty- l_w 
tl=t(31) 
pl=p(31) 
zl=s_mole(:,31) 
p2=p(21) 
t2=t(21) 
z2=s_mole(:,21) 
call mixer_01(nc, c,pi,tl,zl,p2,t2,z2, p3, t3,z,ierr) 
p(32)=p3 
t(32)=t3 
step=l 
pl=p(32) 
tl=t{32) 
p2=p (8) •coinp_ratio 
p(33)=p2 
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z=s_mole(:,32) 
call u_compr(step,pi,tl,p2,t2,n, c, z, t 
hh, ss, aaw, 0 .80d0, e_duty, l_w, ierr) 
comp2_duty(j)=e_duty 
coinp2_lw (j ) = l_w 
comp2_av(j)=e_duty- l_w 
t(33)=t2 
if (p_evap.le.p(l) ) then 
p(18)=p(l) 
else 
p(18)=p_evap 
end! £ 
t(18)=t(l) 
p(19)=p{18) 
t(19)=t(33) 
pl=p(33) 
tl=t(33) 
zl=s_inole ( : , 33) 
p2=p(19) 
t2=t(19) 
z2=s_mole(:,19) 
call mixer_01(nc,c,pi,tl,zl,p2,t2,z2, p3 , C3 , z,ierr) 
p(ll)=p3 
t(ll)=t3 
p(12)=p(ll) 
if (t_reaction.It.t(11) ) then 
t(12)=t(ll) 
else 
t(12)=t_reaction 
endif 
p(13)=p(12)-react_dp 
pl=p{12) 
p2=p(12) 
tl=t(12) 
x=s_mole(:, 12) 
y=s_inole ( :, 13) 
call normal(nc,x,ierr) 
call normal(nc,y,ierr) 
react_duty=sum(s_mole(:,13))•mix_ih(pl, tl,n,300,c,y,ierr) 
iOI 
react_duty=react_duty & 
-sum(s_mole(:,12))*mix_ih(p2,tl,n,300,c,x,ierr) 
write(98,*)react_duty 
z=s_mole(:,13) 
pl=p(12) 
p2=p(13) 
tl=t(12) 
call heating_g(pi, tl,p2,t2,n,c,z,-react_duty,ierr) 
t(13)=t2 
pl=p(13) 
z=s_mole(:,13) 
call normal(n,z,ierr) 
call dewbubreal(pi, tl,t2,n,c,z,ierr) 
t(14)=tl 
p(14)=p(13) 
p(25)=p(24) 
t(25)=t(24) 
p(26)=p(l) 
t(26)=t(l) 
pl=p(25) 
tl=t(25) 
p2=p(26) 
t2=t(26) 
z=!S_inole ( : , 25) 
call u_vac(pi,tl,p2,t2,n,c,x,y,z,0.BdO,vacl_duty(j),vacl_lw( j ) , & 
vacl_heat(j),vacl_w(j),vacl_wlw(j),ierr) 
s_mole(:,26)=y 
s_mole(:,27)=x 
p(27)=p(26) 
t(27)=t(26) 
p(15)=p(14) 
t(15)=cond_t(j) 
x=s_mole(:,15) 
call normal(nc,x,ierr) 
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f_hO=sum(s_mole(:,15))*mix_ih(p(15) , t(15) ,n, 3 , c,x,ierr) 
pl=p(15) 
tl=t(15) 
p2=p(15)-0.01d0*p(l) 
z=s_mole(:,15) 
call flash_h(pi,tl,p2,t2,n,c,x,y, z, beta,f_hO,ierr) 
s_mole(:,16)=x 
s_mole(:,20)=y 
call normal_inlout2(nc,s_mole(:, 15) , s_mole(: , 16),& 
s_mole(:,20) , ierr) 
t(16)=t2 
p(16)=p2 
t(20)=t2 
p(20)=p2 
p(28)=p(l) 
t(28)=t(l) 
pl=p(20) 
tl=t(20) 
p2=p(28) 
t2=t{28) 
z=s_mole(:,20) 
call u_vac(pi,tl,p2,t2,n,c,x,y,z,0.8d0,vac2_duty(j),vac2_lw(j),& 
vac2_heat(j),vac2_w(j),vac2_wlw(j),ierr) 
s_mole(:, 28) =y 
s_mole(: , 29) =x 
p(29)=p(28) 
C{29)=t(28) 
p(17)=p(l) 
pl=p(16) 
tl=t(16) 
p2=p(17) 
z=s_mole(:,16) 
step=l 
call u_punip (step, pi, tl, p2, t2 ,n, c, z, h_s (15) , s_s (15),av(15),0.8d0, & 
pujnp2_duty (j ) , punip2_lw (j ) , ierr) 
t(17)=t2 
s_mole(:,17)=s_mole(:, 16) 
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p(22)=p(17) 
t(22)=t(l) 
s_mole(:,22)=s_mole(:,17) 
h_s = 0.OdO 
s_s = 0.OdO 
h_sO = O.OdO 
s_sO = 0.OdO 
av = O.OdO 
avch = O.OdO 
do i=l,ns 
if ( (suin(s_mole ( : , i ) ) . gt. 1. Od-6) .and. & 
{t(i).gt.200).and.{p(i).gt.lOOO)) then 
call av_if(p(i),t(i).phase(i) , n, c, s_mole(:,i) , h_s(i),s_s (i),& 
h_sO(i),s_sO(i),av(i) , ierr) 
endif 
enddo 
write(55, " (40e20.10)")h_s 
write(56,"(40e20.10)")s_s 
do i=l,ns 
pl=p(i) 
tl=t(i) 
phasel=phase(i) 
sl=s_mole(:, i) 
call av_ch(pl, tl, phasel,n,c,si, avch(i),ierr) 
enddo 
write(28,"(40e20.10)")avch 
write(29, " (40e20.10)")av 
!&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&£<&& 
evap_duty(j) = h_s(8)+h_s(4)-h_s(3) 
feed_duty(j) = h_s(2)-h_s(1) 
cond_duty(j) = h_s(24)+h_s(15)-h_s(14) 
prod_duty(j) = h_s(22)-h_s(17) 
o2_duty(j) = h_s(19)-h_s(18) 
call dead_state(pO,tO) 
evap_lw(j)=av(3)-av(4)-av(8) 
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cond_lw(j)=av(14)-av(15)-av(24) 
evap_cond_lw(j)=evap_lw(j)+cond_lw(j) 
t_tol=0.01d0 
tc_list=0.OdO 
th_list=0.OdO 
tc_c_list=0.OdO 
tc_h_list=0.OdO 
gsinole=0. OdO 
t_start=298.15d0 
t_target=298.15d0 
gphase=l 
gp=p(1) 
gsmole(:,1)=s_mole(: , 1) 
t_start(1)=t(1) 
t_target(1)=t(2) 
gphase(1)=phase(1) 
gp(l)=p(l) 
gsmole{:,2)=s_mole(:, 18) 
t_start(2)=t(18) 
t_target(2)=t(19) 
gphase(2)=phase(19) 
gp(2)=p(19) 
gsmole(:,3)=s_mole(:, 11) 
t_start(3)=t(11) 
t_target(3)=t(12) 
gphase(3)=phase(12) 
gp(3)=p(12) 
gsmole(:,4)=s_mole(: , 13) 
t_start(4)=t(13) 
t_target(4)=t(14) 
gphase(4)=phase(14) 
gp{4)=p(14) 
gsmole(:,5)=s_mole(: , 7) 
t_start(5)=t(7) 
t_target(5)=t(23) 
gphase(5)=phase(7) 
gp(5)=p(7) 
gsmole(:,6)=s_mole(:, 17) 
t_start(6)=t(17) 
t_target(6)=t(22) 
gphase(6)=phase(17) 
gp(6)=p(17) 
tb(l.l)=t(3) 
cb(1.2)=t(4) 
hb (1)=evap_duty(j) 
hb(l)=O.ODO 
tb(2.1)=t(14) 
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tb(2,2)=t(15) 
hb(2)=cond_duty (j ) 
hb(2)=O.ODO 
call grand02 (ns,gphase,gsmole,c,nc, gp, c_start,t_target,tmin,& 
nb, hb,tb,ng,grand,tc_list,t_tol,ierr) 
heating_duty (j ) =grand (1) 
cooling_duty (j ) =grand(ng) 
write(60, " (40e20.5)")tc_list(1:40) 
write(61, " (40e20.10)")qrand(l;40) 
call c_c_c(ns,gphase,gsmole,c,nc,gp,t_start,& 
t_target,tmin,nb,hb,tb,& 
ngcc,c_c, tc_c_list,t_tol,ierr) 
write(62, " (40e20.5)")tc_c_list(1:40) 
write(63," (40e20.10)")c_c(1:40) 
call c_h_c (ns, gphase, gsmole, c, nc, gp, t_start, & 
t_target, tmin,nb,hb,tb,& 
ngch,c_h,tc_h_list,t_tol,ierr) 
write(64," (40e20.5)")tc_h_list(1:40) 
write(65," (40e20.10)")c_h(1:40) 
grand_info(1)=tmin 
grand_info(2)=ng 
grand_info(3)=ngcc 
grand_info(4)=ngch 
write(66,"(4il0)")grand_info 
call cooling_water (pi, tl, tempi,p2,t2, temp2,& 
cooling_duty(j) , temp3,ierr) 
p(30)=pl 
t(30)=tl 
av(30)=tempi 
s_mole(:,30)=0. OdO 
s_mole(l,30)=temp3 
write(11, " (40e20.10)")t 
write(12,"(40e20.10) " )p 
write (32, " (8el5.6)") s_mole 
s_molefrac=s_mole 
do i=l, ns 
call normal (n, s_;T\olefrac (:, i) , ierr) 
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enddo 
write(51, " (8el5.6)") s_molef rac 
s_mass=s_mole 
do i=l,ns 
call mole_mass (nc,c, s_mole ( :, i) , s_mass ( : , i) , ierr) 
enddo 
write (31, " (8el5 .6)") s_mass 
s_massfrac=s_mass 
do i=l,ns 
call normal (n, s_massfrac ( : , i) , ierr) 
enddo 
write(50," (8el5 .6)")s_massfrac 
do i=l,ns 
f_mole (i) =suin(s_mole (: , i) ) 
f_mass (i) =suin(s_mass (: , i) ) 
enddo 
write (71, " (40e20.10) ") f_mole 
write (72 , " (40e20.10) ") f_mass 
call toc_ton (nc,c, toe (j ) , ton( j ) , anun( j ) , s_mass ( : , 16) , ierr) 
call dead_state(pO, tO) 
!+++•••++++>++++ +•••++ + +++++ +++ + + + + + ••• + + + + + + + + ++••• + + + + + + + + + + + + •••••• + + + +++ + + + + +• 
unit_lw(l) =av(l) -av(2) 
unit_lw(2) =av(2) +av(6) -av(3) 
unit_lw(3) =av (3) -av(4) -av(8) +evap_duty (j ) * (1. OdO-tO/cond_t (j ) ) 
unit_lw (4) =puitipl_lw (j ) 
iinit_lw (5) =av (5) -av (6) -av (7) 
unit_lw(6) =av(31) +av(21) -av(32) 
unit_lw(7) =av(33) +av(19) -av(ll) 
unit_lw(8) =av(18) -av(19) 
unit_lw (9) =compl_lw (j) +comp2_lw (j ) 
unit_lw(10) =av(ll) -av(12) 
unit_lw(ll) =tO* (s_s (13) -s_s (12)) 
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unit_lw(12)=av(13)-av(14) 
unit_lw(13)=av(14)-av(15)-av(24)+cond_duty(j) • (1. OdO-tO/cond_t(j)) 
unit_lw(14)=av(15)-av(16)-av(20) 
unit_lw(15) =puinp2_lw( j) 
unit_lw(16)=av(17)-av(22) 
unit_lw(17)=av(7)-av(23) 
unic_lw(18)=vac2_iw(j i 
unit_lw(19)=av(24)-av(21)-av(25) 
unit_lw(20)=vacl_lw(j) 
unit_lw(l)=tO*(s_s(2)-s_s(1)) 
unit_lw(2)=tO*(s_s(3)-s_s(2)-s_s(6)) 
unit_lw(3)=evap_lw(j) 
unit_lw(4)=pumpl_lw(j) 
unit_lw(5)=tO*(s_s(6)+s_s(7)-s_s(5)) 
unit_lw(6)=tO*(s_s(21)+s_s(9)-s_s(8)) 
unit_lw(7)=tO*(s_s(10)-s_s(9)-s_s(19)) 
unit_lw(8)=tO*(s_s(19)-s_s(18)) 
unit_lw(9)=comp_lw(j) 
unit_lw(10)=tO*(s_s(12)-s_s(11)) 
unit_lw(ll)=tO*(s_s(13)-s_s(12)) 
unit_lw(12)=tO*(s_s(14)-s_s(13)) 
unit_lw(13)=cond_lw(j) 
unic_lw(14)=av(15)-av(16)-av(20) 
unit_lw (15) =purip2_lw (j ) 
unit_lw(16)=tO*(s_s(22)-s_s(17)) 
unit_lw(17)=t0*(s_s(23)-s_s(7)) 
write(30,"(25e20.10)")unit_lw 
hen_lw(j)=av(1)-av(2)+av(7)-av(23)+av(18)-av(19)+av(ll)-av(12) 
hen_lw(j)=hen_lw(j)+av(13)-av(14)+av(17)-av(22) 
hen_lw(j)=hen_lw(j)+av(3)-av(8)-av(4) 
hen_lw( j ) =hen_lw( j ) •»-av(14) -av(15) -av(24) 
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call cooling_water(pi,tl,tempi,p2,t2,temp2,& 
cooling_duty(j),temp3,ierr) 
cooling_lw(j)=templ-temp2 
cooling_av(j)=templ 
cooling_av(j)=cooling_lw( j ) 
hen_lw( j) =hen_lw( j ) •••cooling_lw( j ) 
heating_av( j ) =heating_duty (j ) • (1. OdO-tO/ (tc_list (1) +tit\in) ) 
heating_lw(j)=heating_av( j ) 
heating_lw( j ) =heating_duty {j ) * (tO/ (tc_list (1) + train) ) 
hen_lw( j) =hen_lw( j ) +heating_lw( j ) 
heating_elec=heating_duty (j ) /O . 9d0 
mixing_lw (j ) =av (2) +av (6) -av (3) •••av (31) -t-av (21)-av(32)-t- & 
av(33)+av(19)-av(ll) 
electricity! j ) =puinpl_duty(j ) +pump2_duty {j ) +compl_duty (j ) +& 
comp2_duty(j)+vacl_duty(j)+vac2_duty(j) 
tenip=av(12) +avch (12 ) -av( 13) -avch (13 ) 
write(99,"(5e20.10)")t_reaction, temp,unit_lw(ll), & 
av(12)-av(13),avch(12)-avch(13) 
total_lw( j ) =electricity (j ) +heating_lw(j ) •t-cooling_lw(j ) 
print *,'DT e-c'. cond_t(j)-evap_t(j) 
enddo 
write(36,"(lOflO.3)")evap_t 
write(37,"(lOflO.3) ") cond_t 
write(38,"U0e20.10)" )compl_duty 
write(39,"(10e20.10)" )compl_lw 
write(90,"(10e20.10)")comp2_duty 
write(91,"(10e20.10)")comp2_lw 
write(20,"(10e20.10) ")mixing_lw 
write (21,"(10e20 .10)")evap_cond_lw 
write(22,"(10e20.10)")t_evap_feed 
write(23,"(10e20.10) ")feed_heater_lw 
write(24,"(10e20.10)")prod_cooler_lw 
write(35,"(10e20.10)")electricity 
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write(42, " 
write(43, " 
write(44, " 
write(45 , " 
write(46, " 
write(47, " 
write(57, " 
write(58, " 
write(52, " 
write(53, " 
write(54, " 
write(13 , " 
write(14, " 
write(15, " 
write(16, " 
write(17, " 
write(18, " 
write(19 , " 
write(81, " 
write(82 , " 
write(83, " 
write(84, " 
write(92, " 
write(93, " 
write(85, " 
write(86, " 
write(87, " 
write(97, " 
write(88, " 
write(89, " 
enddo 
(10e20.10)-
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10f20.10)-
(10f20.10)" 
(10f20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)-
(10e20.10)-
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)-
(10e20 .10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)" 
(10e20.10)-
(10e20.10)" 
pumpl_duty 
pumpl_lw 
pump2_duty 
puinp2_lw 
heating_duty 
cooling_duty 
heating_av 
cooling_av 
toe 
ton 
anun 
comp2ef£ 
punipl2e££ 
puinp22e££ 
heater2eff 
cooler2eff 
evapcond2eff 
mixing2e££ 
vacl_duty 
vacl_lw 
vac2_duty 
vac2_lw 
vacl_wlw 
vac2_wlw 
hen_lw 
heating_lw 
cooling_lw 
total_lw 
evap_duty 
cond_duty 
close(10 
close(11 
close(18 
close(25 
close(31 
close(37 
close(42 
close(47 
close(53 
close(55 
close(60 
close(61 
close(81 
close(88 
close(98 
; close(12);close(13);close(14);close(15) 
;close(19);close(20);close(21);close(22) 
;close(26)/close(27);close(28) ;close(29) 
;close(32);close(33);close(34);close(35) 
; close(38);close(39);close(40);close(41) 
;close(43);close(44);close(45);close(46) 
; close(48);close(49);close(50);close(51) 
;close(54) 
;close(56);close(57);close(58);close(59) 
close(16);close(17) 
close(23);close(24) 
close(30) 
close(36) 
close(52) 
.-close(62) ;close(63) ;close(60) / close(64) 
/close(82)/close(83)/close(84) /close(85)/close(86) /close(87) 
/close(89)/close (90)/close(91) 
/close(99) 
stop 
end 
include '/property/propt.f90' 
include '/property/w_p.£90' 
include '/property/w_rl.£90' 
include '/property/w_r2.£90' 
include '/property/k_£unc.£90' 
include '/property/o2_p.£90' 
include '/property/n2_p.£90' 
include '/property/co2_p.£90' 
include '/property/nacl_p.£90' 
include '/property/ainm_p. £90' 
include '/property/m_oh_p. £90' 
no 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
include 
/property/lysine_p. f90' 
/property/clO_oh_p. f 90' 
/property/mix_ih.f90' 
/property/mix_is.f90 ' 
/property/dead_state. f90' 
/property/dead_stateOO. f90' 
/property/cooling_water. f 90' 
/property/cooling_water_condition. f 90' 
/mix/mixer_d.£90' 
/mix/mixer_01.£90' 
/flash/£lashreal422. £90' 
/flash/£lashreal423 . £90' 
/£lash/dewbub222.£90 ' 
/£lash/k_value03.£90' 
/£lash/flash_heatreal. £90' 
/£lash/£lash_heatlgl. £90' 
/ flash/£lash_betarealll. £90' 
/flash/heaterreal.£90 ' 
/£lash/heating_g.£90 ' 
/£lash/heating_l.£90 ' 
/£lash/xy2.£90' 
/£lash/£lash_qreal. £90' 
/£lash/£lash_Hreal01. £90' 
/£lash/£lashreallittle. £90' 
/convert/mass_mcle. £90 ' 
/units/u_pump22. £90' 
/units/u_compr01.£90' 
/units/u_vac.£90' 
/avail/av_i£02.£90' 
/avail/av_ch01.£90' 
/avail/mix_avch01. £90' 
/converg/wgst03.£90' 
/converg/simp_convg. £90' 
/split/split_mole.£90' 
/reaction/rstoic.£90' 
/activity_co/ganuna01. £90' 
/uni£ac/unifac04.£90' 
/uni£ac/init_uni£ac. £90' 
/pinch/c_c_01.£90' 
/pinch/c_h_01.£90* 
/pinch/grand03.£90' 
/misc/insert_old.£90 * 
/misc/sort.£90* 
/misc/normal.£90 * 
/misc/nonnal_inlout2. £90 * 
/misc/toc_ton.£90 * 
/misc/feed_ppm.£90 * 
I l l  
/henry/poynting_water01.f90' 
/henry/vO_l_bar.f90' 
/henry/v_inf.f90' 
/henry/b_o_c0_12_01.f90' 
/henry/b_o_kO.f90' 
** All subroutine and function codes are available upon request. 
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